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Part I: Background and Context
1. Site Profile:
Hin Nam No National Protected Area extends through a large proportion of Boualapha
District, Khammouane Province, Lao PDR. It is roughly 170km east of Thakhek. It covers an
area of 82,000 ha of largely limestone karst landscape making up part of the Northern
Annamites mountain range (Sayphou Louang in Lao language) abutting Vietnam border.
Adjacent to Hin Nam No NPA is the Phong Nha-Ke Bang Protected Area in Vietnam, thus
increasing the effective protected area significantly. Hin Nam No NPA is significant as a
refuge for several key species of primates. Particularly black langur (Trachipithecus laotum
ebenus), and red-shanked douc langur (Pygathrix nemaeus). Closely related species or subspecies of these primates are also present in the contiguous protected area (Phong Nha-Ke
Bang) across the Annamite range. Other primates are believed to be present such as
Southern white-cheeked gibbon (Nomascus siki), and multiple species of macaque making
this area particularly important for primate conservation and also of potential interest for
eco-tourism. Other notable animals contributing to both the conservation value and ecotourism potential of the area are the hornbill birds, such as great hornbill (Buceros bicornis),
and wreathed hornbill (Rhyticeros undulatus) making their home in Hin Nam No, and both
with significant scientific importance and eco-tourism appeal. Apart from this, the smaller,
but still important brown hornbills (Anorrhinus austeni) and oriental pied hornbills
(Anthracoceros albirostris) also add to the potential of this area for eco-tourism. Another
bird, the sooty babbler (Stachyris herberti) is present and of interest to bird specialists who
would make up a specific market group for eco-tourism in Hin Nam No.
The recently prepared submission for World Heritage nomination of the Hin Nam No and
Phong Nha-Ke Protected Areas, is likely to provide market interest for eco-tourism in the
future.
For most of the Hin Nam No the
habitat is characterized by vertical
limestone cliffs, deep jungle gorges and
a mosaic of caves, forming a catchment
where rain quickly seeps into the
ground resulting in few areas of
permanent surface water. However,
the Xe Bangfai river cuts through a 7
kilometer giant cave tunnel measuring
an average of 76m width and 56
metres in height, creating one of the
Picture: The enterance of Xe Bangfai River-cave as viewed
largest active river-cave passages in the
from the inside (from “Dragon’s Balcony”
world (Pollack et.el, 2009). The size
and pristine beauty of this river-cave provides a major tourist attraction to the area.
2

During the 2nd Indochinese war, known to most English speaking nations as “the Vietnam
War”, the inaccessibility of the Hin Nam No karst landscape directed the North Vietnamese
soldiers carrying supplies to their Viet Cong allies past Hin Nam No and further into Laos.
What the Americans called Mu Gia pass was probably the most significant entry into Laos
from Vietnam for this operation that became known as the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Due to the
mountains each side of the Mu Gia Pass, and then the narrow passage between the rugged
limestone cliffs, the section of the Ho Chi Minh Trail on the northern tip of Hin Nam No
would be the narrowest part of this trail causing, perhaps the most concentration of
supplies along the route, and as a result, the most concentrated aerial bombing the world
has ever seen. Villagers who survived the 8-9 years of bombing raids can still be found in
the area surrounding the Hin Nam No NPA. They are first-hand witnesses of perhaps the
greatest example of unending determination that the world has seen, and are innocent
bystanders, surviving one of the most violent chapters in world history.

Photo: All kinds of transport were used in carrying supplies to the
south. It is assumed that these people are carrying rice for the
North Vietnamese soldiers along the trail. Many villagers in
Boualapha district survived only through the kindness of the North
Vietnamese soldiers giving them part of their rice rations.

Photo: Traffic jam on the Ho Chi
Minh Trail. It is said that 75% of
the trucks entered Lao at Mu Gia
Pass (now Naphao/Chorlo border.
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2. Tourism Profiles:
2.1 Tourism Market of Lao PDR
In Lao PDR in general, tourism has been increasing rapidly during the last decade. Large
numbers of Thai, Vietnamese outweigh the amount of European tourists. The Chinese
tourism market is increasing rapidly in the last few years. Generally, however, tourists from
ASEAN countries and China would be attracted to other more urban, as well as cultural and
religious tourist attractions. The tourism assets of Boualapha are definitely natural, without
a significant cultural theme, except
Ź╖≡α↑αα∩ŮΦ║↔űΦ║┘↑
2011 – 2013
Ranking of International Visitor arrivals in Lao PDR
for the Ho Chi Minh Trail, which
Rank
country
2011
2012
2013
would more likely attract American,
*
ASEAN
2,712,478 Australian, and European tourists.
1
Thailand
1,579,941 1,937,612 2,059,434
2
Vietnam
561,586
705,596
910,164
Eventually the Ho Chi Minh Trail is
3
China
150,791
199,857
245,033
likely to be popular for a future
4
South Korea
34,707
53,829
81,799
generation of Vietnamese tourists.
5
United States
50,092
53,380
61,608
Currently, however, the tourism
6
France
44,399
46,903
52,411
7
Japan
37,883
42,026
48,644
market that is already strong in
8
United Kingdom 35,622
35,964
41,741
Khammouane will be the market to
9
Australia
31,874
33,878
35,441
focus on for tourism development in
10
Germany
21,280
23,417
29,250
Table: Statistics of tourist arrivals by country of origin
Boualapha and Hin Nam No NPA. The
between 2011 and 2013. Although, tourist numbers are high
current market for nature-based
for ASEAN neighbours and China, Boualapha is unlikely to
tourism in Khammouane is largely
have the attractions demanded by these sectors. However,
Boualapha is likely to attract the Europeans, Americans and
French and Germans as well as other
Australians because this sector is already strong in other
Europeans.
parts of Khammouane Province. Boualapha also has the
natural attractions that will be of interest to this sector.

2.2 Tourism Market in Khammouane.
Khammouane Province has a thriving foreign tourist trade based on its
landscape values, particularly its spectacular limestone karsts, waterfalls
and caves. The thriving nature tourism theme, based largely on Konglo
cave attracts tourists mainly from France and Germany, from the 20-40
year old age group. These people usually hire motorbikes to travel the
“Thakhek Loop”, a 450km, 3-4 day circuit from Thakhek – Nakai – Lak20 –
Konglo Cave and back to Thakhek via route 13. Between October and
April, “The Loop” can attract up to 100 people per day. “The Loop” has
made Thalang (in Nakai District) a famous place and boat operators are
now catering for tourism on the Nakai Plateau as a result. Other activities
that these tourists come to Khammouane to do include 2 day trekking
with services from private operators as well as the Provincial guides unit.

Photo: Tourist leaving on
motorbikes to do “Thakhek
Loop” the most popular tourist
activity.

Photo: Konglo cave,
Khammouane’s most popular
destination.
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Map: The Thakhek Loop. 450km 3-4 day trip

Overall, from this sector of tourists, Konglo cave has continually produced high ratings from
those that share information to the wider audience via the internet. Konglo is rated the
highest of all natural attractions in Lao by recent contributors to “trip advisor” website
www.tripadvisor.com. From a market survey conducted by the GIZ Eco-tourism team during
this consultancy (survey report-Appendix I; data summary Appendix II &III) it was indicated
that on average, current tourists come to Khammouane for the natural attractions and were
interested in caves, waterfalls and beautiful landscape and generally tourist numbers are
increasing each year. They are mostly, from France or Germany
and aged between 25 and 45 years old, but with a significant
amount being 45-60. This survey also indicated that apart from the
“Thakhek Loop” being the most popular activity, and Konglo cave
being the most popular destination, other attraction and activities
Photo: Nong Pafa Buddha cave;
also featured as follows;

most popular 1 day destination.

•
•
•

Tham Nong Pa Fa Buddha cave was popular for 1 day
tourists.
Recently an increase in European tourist coming to
Khammouane to do rock-climbing.
Some specialist off-road motorbike tours along Ho Chi
Minh trail and staying at Xe Bangfai river-cave are
emerging.

The survey indicated that the tourist movements are as follows;
• Most tourists are away from their home for 2-4 weeks.
• Most tourists try to travel through Lao North to South
or South to North (Houayxai – 4000 Islands or visaversa).

Photo: Rock-climbing most recent
activity.

Photo: Ho Chi Minh Trail off-road
motorbike tours an emerging
activity.
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•

Very few international tourists enter –
Movement of western tourists: Khammouane
exit in Khammouane, however;
§ Germans increasingly enter/exit to
Nakon Phanom. Most of these tourists
In 2011 only
Most tourist French or German
specifically come for rock-climbing.
114 tourist
Aged between 25-45
from Western
Aged between 45-60 but still significant
countries
§ Very few tourists cross at Na Phao.
Usually come in pairs (2 people)
entered at
Mostly 2-4 weeks travel away from their homes Naphao
Confusing information on internet (and
These tourist generally increasing in numbers
in tourism centres) about Na PhaoFigure: Indicates the tourist movement
Chorlo crossing (some sites say not Visa (information from Market survey (Appendix I).
on arrival (VA) into Lao, some say VA into Lao but no VA to Vietnam).

2.3 Boualapha District
So far there has been no significant tourism in Boualapha District, however there are some
strengths to draw from; such as;
a. Xe Bangfai river-cave is one of the biggest active river-tunnels in the world
b. There is exciting information about this cave on the internet already. This
includes the exploration report and National Geographic article from 2008.
c. There is spectacular scenery in the district, mainly due to the limestone karst
landscape.
d. The narrowest part of the historic Ho Chi Minh trail, place of most
concentrated traffic is in Boualapha District (in Particular Mu Gia Pass area)
e. There has been a recent increase in restaurant and accommodation in
Langkhang.
f. Possible to see a number of spectacular and rare wildlife (langurs, and
hornbills)
g. Hin Nam No NPA may be registered with UNESCO as a World Heritage Site in
the near future.
h. There is a highway called the Ho Chi Minh Highway leading to the Chorlo – Na
Phao border from Vinh city in Vietnam. So far this has not attracted many
target tourists, but the name of the highway clearly would be an asset to
continue a Ho Chi Minh Trail tourism theme into Bualapha.
Restrictions to Tourists in Boualapha
i.

There is very little practical information for tourists about roads, transport
and accommodation in Boualapha.
j. Very little tourism services and infrastructure in Boualapha. Although some
recent improvements in accommodation and restaurants in Langkhang.
k. Still some UXO on some sites with potential tourism interest.
l. Very little information about sites other than XBF river-cave.
m. Very poor access to the district as well as attractions during the wet season.
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n. Very few sites of interest to cultural/religious tourism.

2.3.1 Circuits, Access and Modality of tourism in the District
Boualapha Loop: The District’s location being close to route 12, the main channel for
“Thakhek Loop” travelers; the existing strong market of European tourists attracted to the
nature of Khammouane and the existing entrepreneurial businesses catering for the”
Thakhek Loop’ tourists (e.g. motorbike hire shops) clearly indicates that a “Boualapha Loop”
could either be an addition to the Thakhek Loop” circuit or a fresh alternative to a very
popular trail. A clear circuit starting at Thakhek, turning off route 12 at Mahaxai, going to
Panam, then to Boualapha, sleeping at Ban Nong Ping, experiencing the Xe Bangfai Rivercave, then continuing the circuit north along the Ho Chi Minh Trail to Langkhang, then back
to Thakhek (or on to Nakai to continue along the “Thakhek Loop”) via Gnommalath.

Map: The existing “Thakhek Loop” in blue to the north, and the potential sub-loop or “Boualapha Loop” in red to the south.

This “Boualapha Loop” could either be travelled clockwise or anti-clockwise and would be
generally a two day circuit if only the Xe Bangfai River-cave was visited. This 332km circuit is
paved for only 176km. The unpaved road would be passable during the dry season, but in
the wet it is slippery and tourists who are inexperienced motorcyclists risk injury. Moreover
there are two river crossings between Boualapha town and Langkhang. Tourists are less
likely to be able to balance their bikes while crossing by boat, so it is an opportunity for an
additional villager to earn a reasonable fee for sitting on the bike while another villager
paddles across (Alternatively villagers could build rafts to cross the river in Ban Pakphanang,
until a bridge is constructed there). The road is clearly more challenging to the
inexperienced motorcyclist than the “Thakhek Loop” currently is. However, it is worth
7

remembering that the
European tourists were riding
the “Thakhek Loop” before
much of that route was paved.
On this “Boualapha Loop”
there are also two ways that a
tourist could get to Nong Ping
and Xe Bangfai river-cave. One
way to get to Nong Ping is by
Map: “Boualapha Loop” with the option of riding the boat from Ban Pakphanang.
the 14km road (poor condition)
from Boualapha, or arrange to leave the bike at Ban Pakphanang and go to Nong Ping and
the cave by boat (motorcycle rental shops may think there would be a greater risk of their
bike being stolen though).
Langkhang Tourist Hub: Considering that Langkhang already has some good tourist
accommodation and restaurant options, and that it is on an excellent quality road between
Thakhek and the Vietnam border there is a clear strategic advantage in developing some
eco-tourism as well as Ho Chi Minh Trail theme tourism products near this centre. Ecotourism and Ho Chi Minh Trail cultural tourism products could be placed around Langkhang
to take advantage of the route 12 corridor and existing tourism services there. There is also
potential for Langkhang to pick up tourism entering from Vietnam via Chorlo- Na Phao
border crossing once the Visa on Arrival information is clarified and made available through
the internet.
2.3.2 Branding and Promotion
Directional signage, starting from other districts (and Route 12) and also in Boualapha
district, brochures, internet links to the National Tourism Administration website, as well as
the development of tour programs with tour operators are all important for the marketing
of tourism in Boualapha District. In addition to the marketing, links with tourism
information centers currently located in Vientiane, Thakhek, Nahin, Konglo Cave; the Ho Chi
Minh Trail Museum in Ban Dong, Sepon District Savannakhet would be of vital benefit.
Lastly, a District Tourism Information Centre/or Information board could be established on a
suitable location where tourists are likely to see it, such as next to the bus stop in
Langkhang. Although there were only 114 tourists from western countries that entered Lao
through the Na Phao border checkpoint in 2011, this number will surely increase once
better information is available. Langkhang could therefore be their first point of contact in
Lao PDR. Beware that if these tourists go directly through to Thakhek they may not be
willing to backtrack to Langkhang again, which means that tourists need to know about
Langkhang as a tourism hub through signage as well as internet articles.
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2.4 Focal Villages
During this consultancy, a total of 9days was spent assessing eco-tourism assets in village
surrounding and on the roads to and from Hin nam No NPA and Boualapa District. The
following villages are those that were selected for their strengths and potential for Ecotourism development.
2.4.1 Ban Nong Ping
Ban Nong Ping is the guardian village for the Xe Bangfai River-cave. This village of 273
people (53 families/49 households) is a multi-ethnic combined village made up of Makong,
Kaleung, Salang and Phouthai. The village has three caves that were surveyed during this
consultancy.
Only 300m from the village is a cave called Tham Long (coffin cave). It is a small but
important cave to the villagers. The name Tham Long is used as a long time ago, wooden
coffins were there. It was believed that these coffins came from an unknown ethnic group
and were present before the Makong people came to live in the vicinity. During the 2nd
Indochina war this cave was used by thousands of North Vietnamese soldiers. One section
of the cave housed 203 dead soldiers held in hollowed tree-trunk coffins. Recently Colonel
Choui from the Vietnamese military came to retrieve the bones and repatriate them to
Vietnam.
Legend of Tham Long: A long time ago, prior to the establishment of Ban Nong Ping, the
local village was called Ban Kok Mouang Thao. In those times when people died they were
put in a coffin and placed in the cave, and no parade or ceremony was offered. After 3-7
days the corpse came to life again. One day villagers observed the neighboring village
conducting a ceremonial funeral parade and they thought it looked enjoyable. The next
time someone died in their village, they copied the ceremony and found that the corpse
remained dead. They were sorry about this and went back to their old ways and found that
the subsequent corpses remained lifeless; the magic was broken. Nowadays villagers
practice the funeral ceremony and accept that the body will not come back to life.
Other caves surveyed included Tham Bing (Bat cave) which has been confused with the
nearby Tham Phaleusi (Forest Hermit cave). The main attraction though, is of course Tham
Nam Lot Xe Bangfai cave (Xe Bangfai River-cave).
Legend of Tham Nam Lot Xe Bangfai: In former times villagers thought this to be the source
of the Xe Bangfai river and knew it as Tham Khoun Xe, meaning “the cave at the source of
the river”. According to village legend, the cave is inhabited by a spirit. One time a broken
khaen (musical instrument) was left at the entrance and was found restored to immaculate
condition the next morning. The spirit was also known to lend beautiful clothes to
individuals for various ceremonies until one time a woman could not clean a blood stain off
the garment before it was returned. After this, the spirit no longer lent clothes to people.
9

The spirit is still believed to be benevolent though, as those villagers who have fallen while
gathering swallows nests and bats within the chamber have never lost their lives from the
event. Not only that, but no bombs entered the cavity during the war. A sacrificial offering
was traditionally made before each entry to the cave. Nowadays the sacrifice is made once
a year to ensure the spirit’s continuing protection.
2.4.2 Ban Nongboua
Ban Nongboua, located 8.5km from Langkhang is a predominantly yooy ethnic village with
Phouthai mixed through marriage. There is about 6
water points in the village although there is no sizable
stream near the village. The village is quite large and
was found to be very noisy all day and all night. There is
only about two places on the quite outskirts of the
village that may be suitable for homestays. During the
war, this village was on the Ho Chi Minh trail and was
seriously bombed. About 1km from this village there is a
free-standing limestone outcrop which was passed by
many thousands of North Vietnamese, on foot, bicycle,
or truck. This limestone outcrop housed hundreds of
local villagers and North Vietnamese troupes at any one
time during the war period. Two large caves gave shelter Photo: Entrance to Tham Nam looking from the
to villagers.
inside of the cave. The large boulders fell from the
cliff- face above the cave during an air-raid one
night in 1969.

Tham Nam: In this cave a chimney-like passage goes
right through the base of the limestone karst and into
another cave on the other side of the bluff that was
occupied by Vietnamese soldiers. These soldiers shared
their rice rations with the 15 villagers families who lived
in Tham Nam cave and who couldn’t plant or harvest rice
from 1965 to 1973. Nowadays it is forbidden by villagers
to go through the tunnel, as the limestone is still
unstable after the Vietnamese soldier’s cave took a
direct hit from a bomb, shattering the limestone
structure and making the sides of the tunnel weak.
Loung Ki, a former chief of the village was born in 1955
so he became a teenager while in the caves. He explains
that villagers used Tham Nam cave during the dry season Photo: Many relics from the war era on the Tham
Nam cave floor. Soldier’s boots, pieces of
only (as it gets flooded in the wet). During the wet
camouflage plastic sheets, medicine bottles are
season families hid in smaller caves higher in the cliffsome of the things that can be seen.
face. However, the bombing was not as intense during
the wet season because there was not as much traffic on
the Ho Chi Minh trail during those months. The cave entrance was barricaded using old
200L fuel drums filled with rocks stacked about 2 drums thick to resist missiles and shrapnel
from entering the cave. The drums are no longer there, but the stones that filled them are
scattered about the entrance.
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The Night of the Cultural Performance: There are a number of large boulders at the
entrance of Tham Nam cave. These fell during an air-raid in 1969. At that time a
performance was underway by a 16 person Vietnamese cultural dance troupe. All the
village was in the cave that night to enjoy the show. Perhaps the large boulders fell early in
the raid, reinforcing the barrage against bombs that night as there were bomb craters in the
ground just outside where the boulders rested. Nobody was killed in the cave that night,
but after the cultural dance troupe left to return to Vietnam, villagers were saddened by the
news that all but 3 of the dance troupe were killed in a bombing raid near Naphao.
In Tham Nam, Loung Ki shows where the kitchen was. At this point cooking had to be done
without raising smoke that could attract aerial attack if the smoke was seen. In a large
sleeping area, old soldiers boots, bits of camouflage plastic sheets, wire, some medicine
bottles and some dismantled weaponry is still visible embedded into the cave floor. Loung
Ki says that, at one stage there were at least 30 bombed-out truck bodies near the entrance
of Tham Nam cave but they have all been collected by scrap-metal merchants by now.
Tham Long: On the northern side of the bluff is another cave called Tham Long, named
after ancient coffins that were found there many years before the war. This was the cave
that Loung Ki’s family sheltered in.
The night Loung Ki’s father died: One night while his family was hidden in Tham Long cave
Loung Ki’s father reclined himself outside the cave between a large boulder and the cliffface. He listened to the radio for news. A missile suddenly struck the cliff face about 3m
above him. He was fatally struck by shrapnel from the missile.
The day Loung Ki’s uncle went to get water: Loung Ki and other family members sheared
the dangerous task of fetching water for the families. This entailed running across a field
full of bomb craters. No tree cover was available by this time. If a plane came while going
to the Houay Heuk, about 300m from the cave, one had to hide in a bomb crater and hope
they wouldn’t be seen. Sometimes bombs would drop and there would be a delayed
detonation. Loung Ki’s uncle made it to the stream just in time for a bomb to explode. The
family could only find his hand and about 3kg of flesh for the funeral rites.
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Photo: Loung Ki telling how the missile hit the cliff and exploded,
killing his father who was lying down, listening to the radio one night.

Photo: Tham Long was the cave that Loung Ki’s family lived
in during the war. At that time there was a platform where
they slept.

Tham Bing: On the southern side of the bluff, there was a cave occupied by North
Vietnamese soldiers. Thousands of the soldiers stayed in this cave on their way to build and
repair parts of the road. This is the cave that has a passage running under the bluff joining
this cave with Tham Nam. Many of these soldiers shared their rice with village families.
This cave was destroyed by a direct hit of a bomb. It is not advisable to take visitors to this
cave, as the limestone structure is no longer stable, and additional to that, there is a pile of
missile heads stored in the cave.
Tad Songsou Waterfall: 2.2 km away from Ban Nongboua is a 20m waterfall. This waterfall
flows year-round so would be an inviting swimming pool for tourists to freshen up in. The
name “songsou” indicates a couple. This was said to originate from a story where the
waterfall was the rendezvous location for two young lovers.
Phou Cheuang: A 6km climb up the sandstone mountain behind Ban Nongboua took us to a
small stream in a forest. Although the forest is beautiful, there are no views to reward the
climber. It was decided that the rewards were not worth the effort of climbing the
mountain in the place we surveyed, so this mountain was not included in any suggested tour
programs.
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2.4.3 Ban Nongseng
Nongseng village is named after a lake with a
profusion of oxalis herb (som seng) growing in it.
This Phoutai village is along the road to Ban Dou,
about 10km from Langkhang. This village, has a
population of macaques (provisionally Assamese
macaques) living on the cliff-face of Pha Kout
only about 800m from the village. It is claimed
that there may be a population of 200 of the
monkeys. The macaques can be seen early in
the morning and late in the afternoon only.
There is an option to walk around Pha Koud in
order to see more of the macaques.

Photo: Pha Koud is only 800m from the road and village.

2.4.4 Ban Thongxam
This yooy ethnic village is 3km up a small branch
road from Ban Dou. The road is likely to be
impassable during the wet season. This village
has a beautiful stream that flows through 3
caves within fairly easy walking distance from
the village. The surrounding limestone karst
hosts black langur as well as other wildlife.
There is the potential also to see hornbills here.
Photo: Ban Thongxam, although difficult to access during

Tham Nam Ork: At the resurgence of the Houay
the wet has potential as a homestay village because of the
attractiveness of the Houay Hok stream and the caves it
Hok stream there is a large chamber, kept clean
flows through. It has the atmosphere of a traditional
by seasonal inundation. This cave is reached by
village, and there is some potential for a cultural
encounter for tourists.
a 6km walk up-stream from the village. Otter
tracks are often seen at the mouth of this cave, and a strange boulder ceiling can be
investigated inside the cave.
Tham Nok Aen:
Aen: The Houay Hok stream passes through this cave under a limestone cliff for
about 60m. There is a beach for most of the way through and a constant flow of water at a
depth of about 1.5m in the stream allowing for swimming through the cave-tunnel. Bats
and swallows nest in this cave as indicated by the name “nok aen” (swallow). There are
passages on the left hand side. During the war, this cave was occupied by about 3000 North
Vietnamese soldiers. There is evidence of their habitation from the tin cans, and even a
toothbrush from the war-time era.
Tham Pak Tham:
Tham This cave is the third tunnel that the Houay Hok cuts through. The mouth
of the cave is located 2.7 km upstream from Ban Thongxam village. The resurgence is very
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deep and is possible to swim in.
2.4.5 Ban Phanop
This mainly Yooy ethnic village of about 440 people, is situated on the Nam Ngo river. The
name of the village was originally Pha lop after two massive discs of limestone resting
against each other in the same way two pieces of toast may be stood up together on the
breakfast table. Phanop is the currently used name for this feature and is still appropriate
as it once looked like two hands in traditional greeting pose (nop). This village was the
scene of some of the most intense bombing on earth and in fact the Pha lop feature is no
longer visible due to the bombing. The limestone cliffs surrounding the village caused a
narrow in the Ho Chi Minh trail that is known in American military terms as a choke-point. It
was one of the most heavily armed places in Lao. Most of the cliffs around the village would
have had anti-aircraft guns located on them. It is the scene of many plane crashes. One
particular crash of a Phantom F4-C code named “Boxer 22”on the morning of 5th December
1969 started the largest search and rescue mission of the whole Indochina war. One of the
two American Airmen who ejected before the plane crashed survived 51 hours on the banks
of the Nam Ngo and after16 failed rescue attempts finally lived to tell the tale.
During the war, villagers sheltered under a rock shelf called Tham Longtinpha. They also
lived in a cave called Tham Maa (dog cave) about 5km from the village. Villagers recall that
there was “hardly a 20 minute period of silence for the whole war period”.
Stone lining on the river bank at the ford at Phanop village is a relic of the Ho Chi Minh trail.
There is also some rock lining on the road near the temple; this was also installed for the Ho
Chi Minh trail.
The Village Blackboard: In 1984, there was no blackboard in the Phanop village school so a
number of men set off to Nam Heuk to recover a section of the wing of the plane believed
to be the Phantom F4-C (from “Boxer 22”) to act as a school blackboard. 20 years later it
ended up in the grounds of the village temple.
2.4.6 Ban Vangkhone
Ban Vangkhone, named after a section in the Nam Ngo river where a child was caught in a
fishing net and drowned. The strange appearance of the dead child caused the local people
never to forget the incident. The child held one hand over its mouth, the other covering it’s
anus. Villagers say that before the war this village had extensive paddy fields and the valley
was full of beautiful trees. After the war this village was surrounded only by overlapping
bomb craters. Nowadays the craters are still visible and are generally used for raising fish,
and for vegetable patches during the dry season.
About 3km away along a rock-lined track that would have been used during the war, two
village women (Nang Xaiphone and Nang Niem) showed us two caves used as shelter for
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both villagers and North Vietnamese soldiers. One cave called Tham Peow Khong was the
watersource another cave called Tham Peow Maa was used by soldiers. Villagers said that if
the Vietnamese soldiers didn’t give them rice they would have starved.

Photo: Tham Peow khong (named after the
black langur) was the source of water for
villagers while they lived in the caves.

Fig. Tham Peow Maa (named after a dog) was occupied by North
Vietnamese soldiers during the war.

2.4.7 Ban Senphan
The people of Ban Senphan are famous for their scrap
metal collection. They have even devised metal
detectors that can be used under the water in the river
that flows past this village. One family has made their
house out of ordinance. The house clad with flattened
aluminium cluster bomb dispensers and a ladder made
Photo: This house in Ban Senphan
from the tubes. These tubes were dropped-off after
looks pretty ordinary until close
inspection reveals that it is clad with
CBU 14 and SUU 14 cluster bombs were released. The
flattened cluster bomb dispensers.
owner of this house calls it “his Bank” because if his
family is short of money he sells some panels to scrap-metal merchants. This house used to
have many other types of ordinance incorporated into its structure, but the owner evidently
required some cash sometime in the past.
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Part II: The Product Development Plan
A. Vision Statement and Objectives:
a. Vision Statement
The following vision has been developed for the Tourism sites surveyed at Boualapha and
Hin Nam No National Protected Area.
By 2020, Xe Bangfai cave will be a major attraction in Khammouane Province. It will be the
focal attraction for about 15,000 tourists per year. 20% of these tourists will be young
westerners, arriving by motorbike hired from one of 10 motorcycle hire shops located in
Thakhek. They will do the “Boualapha Loop” at the rate of about 100 people per day in the
dry season. These tourists mostly will stay in homestay or lodge accommodation in Ban
Nong Ping because they have heard that the villagers enjoy hosting them and have a
number of simple, interesting but quality meals to offer them based mainly on fish.
An association of about 20 boatmen from Ban Nong Ping have regular rostered work during
the dry season, as well as a good additional income to supplement their farming enterprises
during the wet season.
One eco-lodge has been opened near Tad Siangleu providing quality accommodation for
visitors who have arranged their trip through a number of tour companies catering for
specialist bird-watching trips; as well as offering accommodation for off-road motor cyclists
riding along the Ho Chi Minh trail from central Vietnam, crossing into Laos at the Naphao
border crossing and continuing through Villabouly to Sepone. The eco-lodge has developed
a trekking trail from Tad Siengleu to Xe Bangfai river-cave, and on this trail, visitors regularly
see douc langurs and hornbills. A group of 4 eco-specialist guides are employed by the
Lodge, and half of them are local Boualapha people who have been trained in English; the
other half being specialists from other provinces. The eco-lodge provides a reward system
to surrounding villages for each significant wildlife sighting by eco-lodge guests. A second
eco-lodge is under construction near the Xe Bangfai River-cave, and it is also constructing
good bridges along the road from Boualapha, a ladder and steps from Tham Bing cave to the
river cavity (inside the cave) is also being constructed in order to make an underground
circuit. This eco-lodge is constructing a suspension bridge across the river near the ticket
selling booth. The booth is run by two families from the village who are able to coordinate
with village guides to take 1000 tourists per year up to Tham Bing and lead them through a
marked path where all people stay on the track so as to conserve cave crystals on either side
of the path. Another 30% of tourist arrivals stay in guesthouses in Boualapha town.
Villagers from Ban Pakphanang provide motorbike security storage service and a boating
service for tourists wanting to go to the river-cave by boat. Some enterprising families in
that village have also constructed riverside bungalows for tourists. Many of the tourists that
prefer to travel by public transport have adopted Ban Pakphanang as their hub.
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To the north of the Hin Nam No Langkhang has become the Hub for Ho Chi Minh Trail theme
trips, as well as wildlife spotting. The Na Phao border offers visa on arrival and it has been
promoted on a number of websites including tripadvisor.com and thorntree web forum
(Lonelyplanet). A notice-board located at the bus stop provides information on wildlife
tours, Ho Chi Minh Trail theme and Xe Bangfai River-cave experiences through panels and
updated notices. Three of the popular guesthouse/resorts there also have information
boards in their reception area, and staff are ready to answer any queries. Two of the
guesthouses have a role in coordinating with villagers about site management of both Tad
Songsou, and Pha Koud monkey mountain. These sites are managed by villagers, with the
guesthouse owners providing some promotion and coordination with tourists.
A quality eco-tourism tour operator offers tours to the Nam Hok langur spotting trails
providing a 2-day program, visiting Tad Sonsou for a short trek and swim, then an evening
venture to Pa Koud to spot macaques, arriving at the homestay in Ban Thongxam. The next
morning the tour takes trekkers up the Houay Hok steam to the 3 caves. Villagers are
receiving an annual reward payment based on wildlife spotted by tourists. Ban Thongxam
villagers are capable of providing simple but quality hospitality and are a focal village of
UNESCO for promoting primate conservation. This partnership has attracted funds for a
primate research centre based in the village and focusing on douc langur and black langur
conservation. Villagers are proud of the significance of the wildlife in the area and zealously
protect it. An eco-tourism investor has recognized these as assets and has entered a
private-public partnership with the Hin Nam No NPA and has constructed an eco-lodge
situated along the Houay Hok with an all-weather road leading to it.
The road between Na Phao and Senphan has become the focal point of Ho Chi Minh Trail
historical tourism. Villagers in Ban Nongboua have benefitted by receiving about 1000
people per year visiting their caves. This has not lead to mass tourism proportions but has
provided funds for UXO clearance and village development activities. It has also assisted in
creating a critical mass of tourism being attracted to Boualapha district. Sons of pilots lost
in the war have invested in tourist enterprises and cafés in Langkhang hub and have
decorated their stores with war relics.
The black langur will be famous throughout Lao and will be the emblem of this area. The
villagers will know the history and legends of their area and guides will be available to share
this knowledge. Village produced food will be available for sale or will be supplying the
resort and the homestays, as well as restaurants. Also some local handicrafts will be
available for sale. All of the above mechanisms are contributing to the socio-economic
benefits for villagers. Site management will be self funded through mechanisms raising
funds from the tourists, contributing to maintenance and improvement of trails and sites
and promotion.
b. The Objectives of the Hin Nam No Tourism products are as follows;
1. Provide tourists with satisfying tour programs and sites.
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2. Provide villagers with benefits, and incentives for management of sites, as well as
the conservation of local culture and legends
3. Provide the district with incentives and mechanisms for the conservation of nature
through nature-base tourism products.

B. Tourism Programs
The survey has identified 3 themes of tourism to attract a critical mass of tourists to enable
both villagers to have additional tourist-based livelihoods, and local businesses to provide
services and products. Within these 3 themes products have been identified, some of these
products are tours with associated homestay that would best be developed with tourism
stakeholders such as a selected eco-tourism company or eco-guide association to manage
promotions, communications, and logistics. Other products are sites where tourists arrive
by themselves and obtain on-site services from local villagers. Local resorts could provide
transport, additional guides and promotional and even maintenance services based on
agreements with the NPA management. The products arranged by theme are as follows;
1. Xe Bangfai River-cave
a. Xe Bangfai River-cave: Long trip (Ban Nong Ping)
b. Xe Bangfai River-cave: Short trip (Ban Nong Ping)
c. Tham Bing Cave trip (Ban Nong Ping)
2. Nature and Wildlife
a. Houay Hok: Long trail (Ban Thongxam)
b. Houay Hok: Short trail (Ban Thongxam)
c. Pha Koud Macaque spotting (Ban Nongseng)
d. Songsou waterfall trail (Ban Nongboua)
3. Ho Chi Minh Trail
a. Ban Nongboua war refuge caves (Ban Nongboua)
All of these tours are suitable to be booked on arrival at the village or as part of a larger tour
arranged through a tourism operator.
For each of these tours, a detailed itinerary with suggested guide script has been provided in
Appendix IV. The Tour name, Itinerary and map section of these tour programs should be
translated and made into a village guide handbook for the tour and used in training village
guides to provide valuable tourism services.

C. Test Tours:
It will be important for the villagers to experience real tourists and learn from the feedback
provided by the tourists. A feedback form template has been developed (see Appendix V)
for tourists to fill out after the test tours. The information on these forms should then be
collated and interpreted for the benefit of villagers in a subsequent village visit feed-back
session. During this activity, villagers should be asked for their feedback about what they
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observed about foreign tourists during the test tour. Villagers need to provide their
feedback before the summarized tourist feedback is presented to them. This is done in
order to find out what was mostly on the minds of villagers after the test tour.
After obtaining the village feedback, the tourist feedback is then presented to the villagers
and they are given the chance to respond to that.
Please use this as a tourism awareness training session for villagers. Threats to cultural
erosion need to be highlighted, but also make sure discussions focus on what villagers were
most proud of showing tourists and how they could improve their service.
Please use test tours as a way of providing additional tourist stakeholders from Thakhek and
Langkhang an opportunity to become involved in the product development. However make
sure there are enough real tourists to provide authenticity and a challenge to village guides.

D. Road Signage:
In order to gain a critical mass of tourists coming to the sites, road signage is essential. At
each critical corner and village on the “Boualapha Loop” a sign has been designed. These
signs are designed to be printed on metal. It is important to get these printed in the
nationally approved sign factory “Central Signs”. Provincial sign printers are strongly
recommended against as their product often degrades under sunlight in a period of less
than 2 years.
Negotiations about sign size may be involved. Please err on the side of larger signs on roads
as passing motorists often cannot read smaller signs in time.
Be prepared to view the proofs of these signs multiple times as the printer has to reset their
type-set, hence rewrite the words (check both spelling, arrow direction and distance).

E. Brochures and Posters:
Three draft brochures have been designed as well as three draft posters, each covering the
tourism products available in the themes of;
1. Xe Bangfai River-cave
2. Nature and Wildlife
3. Ho Chi Minh Trail
These are available separately to this document for detailed review and editing.

F. Monitoring
Any proper eco-tourism program has monitoring to prove its effectiveness. This report
suggests multiple photographic stations in the Xe Bangfai cave. From these stations annual
photographs with a standard camera during the same week, each year should capture
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photos of the abundance (cave ceiling coverage) of bats. The bats are the indicators of air
quality, sound vibrations and overall habitat health of the cave environment.
In the Houay Hok, wildlife sightings noted on tourist forms (wildlife-spotting reward forms)
can be interpreted to assess the frequency of wildlife encounters. This will indicate if
animals are getting harder or easier to see (thus indicating their relative abundance and fear
of humans). For this, a narrow list of significant wildlife is necessary. This list should
include, all hornbill species, and all primates recorded in Hin Nam No NPA.

G. Suggested Workplan:
From all the tourism assets of the villages introduced in “Part I” of this plan, a starting point
has to be selected.
Because of current road conditions, it would be best to start making tour programs for
young western tourists, riding motorbikes on a circuit and looking for soft-adventure. The
following table will lists actions to proceed with in the development of a district tourism
program.
Workplan: Tourism Development in Xe Bangfai River Cave Area; Hin Nam No NPA
Activity

Details

Make Detailed Tour Programs:

This table tells what is in the tour and what needs to be
done to make the program work. Written for the project,
rather than the village guide.

Detailed timetable/ Itinerary for
each program in the cluster.

Make Itinerary table to describe where tourists go, what
they will be shown, what guides must do at each site. Any
stories/names of sites that guidemust know? (3 columns:
Time, Station/or Sub-activity, details.)

Duration of tour and distance
covered; by boat; walking.

Summary of duration and distance covered. This should be
usefull for decribing the tour to visitors/ potential
customers.

Logistics of the tour; any important
visitor management issues needed to
address.

Include a section on No. of guides per size of tour group;
Where do tourists book/get a ticket/ get service/enquire
about tours and accommodation. Place yourself in the
tourist's shoes and think about all the considerations that
they may have.

Infrastructure needs

Note all the infrastructure improvements needed to make
this tour program successful.

Village guide handbooks

This book can be based on the "detailed tour program"
above. However it should be written for the village guides.
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Detailed itinerary translated

Translate so that village guide will understand where to go,
what to say/do and timing.

Regulations on number of guides
per number of tourists

Logistical issues such as what guides need to organise prior
to tour, what equipment they need. How many guides are
needed etc.

Production of interpretation
materials, marketing and
promotion.
Road signage requirements

Map with where signs are needed, and an example of each
sign. Note size of sign, placement, colours, check spelling.

Road Signage printing

Contact company such as "Central Signs" in Vientiane.
Beware of cheap printers in provinces as the signs often
don't last long in the sun. All proofs need to be checked
fully before approval. Usually it takes 3 proofs to get it all
right. Check all spelling, numbers. Sometimes they change
some text that you don't request, so each proof needs to
be checked.

Road signage installation

Ensure that road signs are installed in the right place
(follow-up needed as roadsigns often are mixed up in
transporting) and in holes with concrete.

Translation of brochures

Make Lao brochures based on the Eng brochures to ensure
that people know what is in the English brochures.

Print Brochures

Convert the publisher file to highest quality PDF and copy
both Publisher and PDF files onto DVD; send to printer.
Need to check proofs before printing. Try quote from
"Sisavath printing" Vientiane; & "Wow" printing.

Making of Panels/Posters

Usually printers need to typeset the text themselves, so it's
very important to check the proofs before printing. Often
3 proofs before it's right.

6 permanent panels

Print onto hard back, possibly perspex. Contact "Wow" or
"Central Signs" Vientiane.

Panel placement

Agree with other information centres about placing panel
with them (Nakai, Vientiane (LNTA), Thakhek (PTD),
Thakhek (Tourist Info centre), Nahin, Konglo. Also verify
options for information board at Langkhang.

Paper posters

Just print onto paper after check.
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Training of Village guides and
boatmen:
Village guide groups

Boatmen need to know the standard trips and their pricing.

Guides know their village’s trail/
itinerary

Trekking guides need to know all the features of Tham Bing
as well as balcony, and history of Tham Long.

Training Village Service Centre
Group
Selection of people to sell tour
tickets, explain about treks and
accommodation, and boating
options.
Service group (& guides) know
prices/ reporting

Training Homestay hosts in Ban
Nong Ping
Homestay groups
Hospitality training

Test treks/tours
Tourist feedback forms
Advertise for test treckers

Conduct test trek
Village feedback forms
Review test trek with Villagers
Cost/Price calculation
Post test review

Make sure about selection of suitable guides in the village.
Need about 8.

This group or people are the people that the public will
contact when they have arrived in the village.

Training for recording of tourist data, and filing of info.,
able to manage the money from ticket sales, know what
how the income is divided.

Homestay groups already selected.
What meals can villagers prepare, what do they like
cooking? Simple meals training that would satisfy European
tourist as well as vegetarian (e.g. mushrooms and peanuts
stur-fry). Involve PTD

2 page form asking about tourist satisfaction of each of the
activities.
Make flyer to attract about 5 tourists for test trek and seek
permition to advertise in tourist info centre, travel lodge,
and Green Discovery 2 days before trek.
Test tour with 5 tourists full program, 2 days. Invite Green
Distovery and PTD.

Calculate tour costs and tour prices.
Obtain village feedback about the test tour (their
observations, what they liked about it etc.) reveal tourist
feedback, let villagers respond to this. Ask how villagers
can improve the product/services. Clarify costs involved in
the tour in order to accurately calculate tour cost/price.

Site Protection:
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Cave trail marking
Photographic monitoring of bats

Larger Infrastructure
Improvements
Path XBF Cave
Path Tham Bing cave

Mark tracks inside the cave to avoid tourists trampling cave
crystals.
A simple protocol developed. E.g. photographing ceiling of
caves with standardised camera, camera-point, time of
year for annual monitoring of bat coverage on cave ceiling.

Villagers to cut vegetation and move stones to make track
above land-slip
Villagers to cut vegetation and move stones to make track
to follow contours (rather than straight-up)

Walking trail improvements (track,
small bridges, and ladders)
Stone stairways construction
While the water is at it's lowest.
Boat landing
Asses need for toilet near parking area (ticket sales)
Toilets
Design of market building

Villager families are likely to build shelters near car park to
sell snacks. To avoid multiple (often abandoned) shelters a
single simple building of local materials and regulation on
who sells in the building.

Boat stabilization (outrigger)

Outriggers need to be installed by a staff member with the
villagers.

Installation of safety rails and
posts for the very steep climb
Development of tourism zoning
and operational regulations
Review current zoning
Include conservation zones into
the plan.
Micro-enterprise development
Assess tourists food needs

Make a plan for food production

Infrastructure development zone
Agree on a conservation zone that only small infrastructure
(steps, bridges etc) can by built.

Discuss what tourists requre in their food and when most
tourists come. Draw on previous experiences with tourists.
May need to have PTD involved.

Growers co-op plan on what to plant when so that there is
a constant supply of food in the village

Establishment of institutional
support and monitoring
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Establishment of District/village
tourism committees
Implement monitoring protocol
Set up of “Operations and
Management Fund (OMF)”
Set-up of Village Development
Fund
Set up of Provincial Tourism
Department Service fees.
Other Villages
Boating group in Ban Pakphanang

Prepare Ban Pakphanang for boat trips to Nano Ping. May
need boating group. Signage.

Agreed standard pricing and
service.
Stakeholder Involvement

Make agreement with boating group about service and
pricing.

Promote Provincial and District
Partners for site promotion.

Visit potential tourism service providers in Langkhang to
attract their interest in promoting the local sites, and gauge
opportunities for partnerships in site management and
monitoring.
Visit potential tourism operators in both Thakhek and
Langkhang to attract interest in managing tours.

Promote Provincial and District
Partners for tour program
coordination
Promote national level partners
for tour programs

Provide places for local tour operators to participate in test
tours.
Contact potential tour operators in Vientiane to attract
interest in managing tours.

Promote national level investment
for eco-tourism ventures around
the XBF river-cave

Also provide places for local tour operators to participate in
test tours
Advertise through the giz website, and the tourismlaos
website portals to attract enquiries about possible
investment in eco-tourism ventures around XBF river-cave.

Promote regional investment for
eco-tourism ventures

Contact selected tourism resort/infrastructure investors in
Vientiane such as Green Discovery, and Khiri Travel.
Advertise through regional tourism organizations such as
PATA (Manila ?) and Mekong Tourism Coordination Office
(ADB/Bangkok).
Invite proposals through advertising on regional portals of
the above tourism organizations.

Promote International investment
for eco-tourism ventures

Prepare a display and attend the ADB tourism forum to
make personal contact with eco-tourism investors.
Advertise through international tourism organizations such
as Eco-tourism Australia
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Appendix I: Tourist Market Survey
Market and Tourist Survey
Khammouane
Aims and Objectives
Both tourists and key businesses were surveyed to;
1. Assess tourists reasons to come to Khammouane Province
2. Tourists preferred destinations and mode of tourism
3. Gauge the popularity of the current “Thakhek Loop” and how an additional Boualapha Loop
may be accepted.
4. Assess current tourism services and how additional tourism products in Boualapha may be
accepted.

Methodology
Two types of questionnaire were developed. One questionaire was designed for tourists, while the
other, designed for tourism businesses in Thakhek that are likely to have an interest in Eco-tourism
in Boualapha District and Hin Nam No NPA. The tourist surveys collected personal data that may
provide insight into type of tourist and their preferences, specifically regarding nature tourism. The
travel business surveys collected data on the products offered, and the type of tourist interested in
that product. The questionnaires were used as an interview with each client/business staff member
one to one with the GIZ consultant and project staff. Seven tourists were interviewed, and five
tourism operators/information services were also interviewed. Additional information was collected
by the advisor and tourism team from internet searches, visit to Provincial Tourism Department, and
opportunistic discussions with tourists during the time of the survey.

Results:
A summary of theresults are recorded below;

A. Travel Business Questionaire/Provincial Tourism Department/Internet search:
2. Attractions and Activities in Khammouane;
a. All businesses said that the “Thakhek Loop” was one of the most popular of all
activities in Khammouane.
b. All businesses said that Konglo Cave was the main attraction and main point of
interest.
c. Tham Nong Pa Fa Buddha cave was popular for 1 day tourists.
d. Recently an increase in European tourist coming to Khammouane to do rockclimbing.
3. Main reason that tourists come to Khammouane;
a. In general, tourists come to Khammouane for the natural attractions
i. Most tourists are interested in caves, waterfalls and beautiful landscape.
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b. Most Thai tourists are interested in cultural tourism and usually go to either Tham
Nong Pa Fa Buddha cave, or Vat Sikhoutabong festival.
4. Types of nature tourist in Khammouane.
a. From France or Germany. Information centre has noticed increase in New Zealand
tourists (perhaps due to project support by NZ government)
b. Between 25 and 45 years old, but with a significant amount being 45-60
c. Usually in pairs (mostly male and female couple)
5. Tourist Trends and Patterns
a. Generally tourists numbers and enquiries have been increasing
b. Most tourists are away from their home for 2-4 weeks.
c. Most tourists try to travel through Lao North to South or South to North (Houayxai –
4000 Islands or visa-versa).
d. Very few international tourists enter – exit in Khammouane, however;
i. Germans increasingly enter/exit to Nakon Phannom. Most of these tourists
specifically come for rock-climbing.
ii. Very few tourists cross at Na Phao. Confusing information on internet (and
in tourism centres) about Na Phao- Chorlo crossing (some site say not Visa
on arrival (VA) into Lao, some say VA into Lao but no VA to Vietnam).
e. Some specialist off-road motorbike tours along Ho Chi Minh trail and staying at Xe
Bangfai river-cave are emerging.
6. Common Tourist Enquiries and Feedback;
a. About 40% of tourists asked both Travel Lodge and Tourist Information Centre about
Xe Bangfai river-cave in 2011-12. Very few ask about it now (there has been
information on a German travel blog about the road being difficult, no facilities in
Boualapa, and having to pay two times to District Authorities then at the cave.)
b. Current enquiries to Green Discovery (GD) about Xe Bangfai river-cave; GD can
arrange travel for them. Many tourists do not go because the cost of a special tour
is relatively expensive compared to Konglo.
c. Website feedback on www.tripadvisor.com has given Konglo cave the most high
ratings of all attractions in Lao PDR.
d. Feedback about Xe Bangfai river-cave;
i. Village boatmen don’t take the tourists into the cave very far and don’t
show them around enough (not worth the money paid for the boat).
ii. Village boatmen provide torches that are not fully charged and tourists
cannot see inside the cave.
7. Strengths of Tourism in Boualapha;
a. There is exciting information about the cave on the internet already. This includes
the exploration report and National Geographic article.
b. Xe Bangfai river-cave is one of the biggest active river-tunnels in the world
c. Villagers can provide services for tourists (homestay, lodge, boating)
d. The narrowest part of the historic Ho Chi Minh trail, place of most concentrated
traffic.
e. Recent increase in restaurant and accommodation in Langkhang.
f. Possible to see a number of spectacular and rare wildlife (langurs, and hornbills)
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g. Spectacular scenery.
8. Restrictions or weak points to Tourists in Boualapha
a. No information about roads and transport.
b. Very little tourism services and infrastructure in Boualapha.
c. Still active UXO on some sites with potential tourism interest.
d. Very little information about sites other than XBF cave.
e. European tourists are often not experienced motorbike riders.
f. Very poor access to the district as well as attractions during the wet season.
g. Very few sites of interest to cultural/religious tourism.

B. Tourist Questionaire:
1. Attractions and Activities in Khammouane;
a. The “Thakhek Loop” was one of the most popular activitys 4/7.
b. Konglo cave most popular destination 5/7
2. Types of tourist attractions;
a. Most popular type of attraction was “Lao People and Culture”(28), then “Caves”(27),
then “Trekking”(25).
3. Most people responded that they could trek for up to 3 days out of about 3 weeks in Lao.
4. Most tourists surveyed were determined to do “The Loop” or at least see Konglo cave. This
type of tourist market is likely to be quite similar to potential Xe Bangfai river-cave tourists
one information about the cave and hoe to get there is available.

Discussion:
Difficulty of access, and abundance of natural attractions and an apparent lack of unique
cultural/religious attractions in Boualapha district should indicate that the sector/modelity most
likely to pioneer tourism in Boualapha district is the European (+ Australian, New Zealand, and North
American). This means that Boualapha should be promoted and prepared for European tourists
rather than Thai tourists at this stage. This matches well with many of the existing tourism
businesses in Khammouane. The market sector already coming to Khammouane to do the “Thakhek
Loop” and visit Konglo Cave could readily be turned to a new tourism product in Boualapha.
Off-road motorbikes safaris along the Ho Chi Minh trail and visiting Xe Bangfai cave are starting.
These are often high-end tourists looking for adventure. Although these tourists are looking for
experiences in remote locations, the fact that they usually pay a high price for the experience means
that they are likely to expect accommodation and services to be services to match the price. This
means there may be a market for an eco-lodge resort around Xe Bangfai river cave. One of the
largest active river caves in the world as an attraction, but it would be a short distance from the Ho
Chi Minh trail which is likely to be of increased interest to American and Australian tourists.
Nevertheless, a lower-end (backpacker) market will provide incomes for community-based tourism
in villages, and is likely to provide more benefits over time for villagers than the high-end tourism.
This is because the needs of lower-end tourists, such as backpackers more closely match the ability
of villagers to provide service.
It’s clear that the Xe Bangfai river cave is likely to grow rapidly as a tourist destination once
information is more available about routes/transport and accommodation. At this stage, it is
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important to provide accurate information about services (or lack of services) to avoid tourist
disappointment.
Although, very few tourists are currently using the Na Phao-Chorlo crossing it is likely to increase
once more information is available about attractions and “visa on arrival”. To prepare for this,
Langkhang will need an information board at the bus stop, signage on the roads, and information
leaflets at guesthouses and restaurants. If they cross at Na Phao (from Vietnam) and go straight to
Thakhek it is unlikely that they will back-track to Langkhang again.
Summary:
The following points are a summary of the discussion;
a. Focus on European tourists, because they are suited to the nature theme. A
proportion of the existing market for “Thakhek Loop” and Konglo cave could be
brought into Boualapha-Xe Bangfai river cave by increased promotion.
b. For community-based tourism, focus on backpackers, because their expectations are
more likely to be met by villagers as service providers.
c. An emerging adventure tourism and safari market suits the provision of higher
quality hospitality services.
d. Make sure there is information available in Langkhang to catch tourists who arrive
via Naphao/Chorlo crossing. Also, the status of “visa on arrival” at the NaphaoChorlo border crossing needs to be clarified and promoted to increase tourists
travelling along the Ho Chi Minh trail.
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Appendix II Questionnaire Data Records: Business Market Survey.
Travel Business Questionnaire; Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Data from Interviews
1.

2.

3.

4.

What is the name of your business?
I.

Mad Monkey

II.

Tourism Information Centre

III.

Thakhek Travel Lodge

IV.

Ngi

V.

Green Discovery

Very briefly what kind of products does you business provide? (Tours, Accommodation, Transport, other
services)
I.

Transport Motorcycle rental

II.

Information

III.

Accommodation, Restaurant with Motorcycle rental side business

IV.

Transport Motorcycle rental

V.

Tour Operator

What is the most popular products or activities that tourists undertake with your businesses assistance?
I.

The Thakhek Loop (450km) 3-4 days

II.

The Loop, Public transport to Konglo, Guide unit with mini-van to Konglo (last year many enquired about
XBF Cave)

III.

The Thakhek Loop 3-4 days (2011-12 40% enquired about XBF Cave)

IV.

The Thakhek Loop

V.

Nong Pa Fa Buddha Cave (1 day), Konglo

Please profile the main type of tourist that you have;
a.

From what countries?

I.

France Germany (Austria, Canada)

II.

France

III.

France Germany (Isreal, Holland)

IV.

Red passport

V.

French

b.
15-20 years old

Please grade the tourists age-group 1-6 (1 = most common age group 6 = least common)
20-25

I.

6-3-1-1-2-6

II.

6-3-1-2-3-5

III.

6-4-1-2-3-5

IV.

6-4-1-2-3-5

V.

6-4-1-2-3-5

25-35

35-45

45-60

≥60

c.

Have you seen any changes in the tourist’s age and country profile in recent years? _______

I.

General increase in visitors

II.

More Germans because rock-climbing, French, swiss, Japanese increase, NZ increase because of
project?, Decrease in Korean (maybe go to other provinces).
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5.

III.

Sometimes see Japanese or Korean

IV.

No

V.

N/A

Please estimate the percentage of Male/Female; (give numbers that add up to 100)
All businesses said 50/50 Male: Female (usually come in pairs)

How long do you estimate that your typical customers travel away from their home countries in total?
than 2 weeks ; 2-4 weeks ; 1-3 months ; more than 3 months

Less

Only 1 business (Mad Monkey) answered this saying 2-4 weeks
Any comments about the tourist’s duration of travel?

6.

I.

At least 4 days

II.

Duration increased in the last 8 years from 1-2 days to 1-2 weeks because of Loop and rockclimbing (more activities now).

III.

At least 3 days (The Loop)

IV.

N/A

V.

2-5 days.

Where do you think most of your clients enter and exit Lao PDR?
I.

Think they enter from Vientiane or Cambodia and exit in Vientiane or to Cambodia respectively.

II.

By far the most either enter from Chiangkhong (Chiangrai) or Cambodia and exit to Cambodia and
Chiangrai (or Vientiane) respectively.

III. Think they enter from Vientiane or Cambodia and exit in Vientiane or to Cambodia respectively
IV. N/A
V. By far the most either enter from Chiangkhong (Chiangrai) or Cambodia and exit to Cambodia and
Chiangrai (or Vientiane) respectively.
7.

8.

9.

Do you encounter travelers that enter and exit Laos in Khammouane?
I.

N/A

II.

Increase in travelers entering at NKPN because they specifically come for the rock-climbing. Very
few crossing at Naphao (uncertain what the status of Visa on arrival is there).

III.

Mostly Germans cross at NKPN due to the Green Climbing Lodge (owners are German and they
probably advise to cross at NKPN).

IV.

N/A

V.

Only a few cross at NKPN.

What duration do tourists normally use your products? Half-day
days

; 1 day

; 2 days

; 3 days

; 4 days

I.

3-4-5 days (no comments)

II.

2-3 days (previous times about 80% of clients went on Guite Unit tours; now 30% (due to general
increase in clients, but more options for tourists now).

III.

N/A

IV.

3-4 days

V.

1-3 days

;>5

What would be an average amount of tourists using your products per day or week?
I.

10-15/day travel by motorbike “The Loop” in dry season (Mid-April to October only 3)
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II. High season 9-10 trips/ month (low season not many).
III. 10-15/day travel by motorbike “The Loop” in dry season (Mid-April to October only 3)
IV. N/A
V. N/A
10. What do you find is the main purpose of your clients travel? Wildlife
Adventure activities
I.

; Landscape

; History

; People

;

;

Landscape and people (interested in how people live)

II. Landscape (esp. caves) and adventure (they say that Khammouane is the most beautiful place in central
Laos)
III. Landscape (esp limestone)
IV. N/A
V. Landscape and Adventure
11. Are there any common requests/feedback from your clients?
I.

What is the road conditions on “The Loop”

II. Where can I see wildlife (seems that the wildlife viewing market is moving away from Ban Na, so may
be a good opportunity in BLP.
III. Road to XBF Cave?
IV. N/A
V. How can I see XBF cave.
12. Do you have any social development or conservation incentives packages that tourist can contribute to?
I.

No

II.

Village development fund from Guide Unit tours.

III.

No

IV.

No

V.

Green Club etc.

13. What do you think would be the strengths and weaknesses about tourism products in Boualapha?
a.
I.

Strengths
Tool to help BLP people improve their livelihood

II. XBF River Cave has has the most natural beauty compared to other products/places. Also feedbackfrom
tourists is that they don’t like to motor boats in Konglo and would like a destination that doesn’t use the
motors.
III. High quality National Geographic report available on the internet.
IV. Tool to help BLP people improve their livelihood and attract more tourists to Khammouane
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V. Stunning attraction. Potentially the best attraction in Khammouane.
b.
I.

Weaknesses
Road access is poor and accommodation and food not developed for tourists.

II. Bad road access; has reputation of being eexpencive to get there and stay there.
III. Some people who have gone there have been disappointed in the overall experience (related to
services).
IV. Bad road.
V. Long distance and bad road.
14. Do you see any potential collaboration with tourism products in Hin Nam No NPA ? Comments Please
I.

Can provide information to villagers and also coordinate with tourists.

II. Can provide information and coordination with tourists.
III. Depends on owner, but staff would like to provide information and perhaps some coordination.
IV. N/A
V. Potential for a good product. (very interested)
15. Do you require products that work all year round or can you have products that only are available in the dry
season?
I.

Would be preferred but not essential.

II. Wet season is still good for Konglo and also for waterfalls..
III. Depends on owner, but staff would like to provide information and perhaps some coordination.
IV. N/A
V. …
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Appendix III: Tourist Survey Data Records:
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Travellers Questionnaire
1. What is your age group? 15-20
≥60

20-25

25-35

35-45

45-60

I.
25-35
II.
20-25
III.
20-25
IV.
25-35
V.
35-45
VI.
35-45
VII.
35-45
2. What is your country of origin?
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
3. Male

Poland
Spain
USA
France
Germany
Finland
Germany

Female

I.
Female
II.
Male
III.
Male
IV.
Male
V.
Male
VI.
Male
VII.
Male
4. How long will you expect to be travelling here in Laos? Less than 2 weeks
than 3 months

;

I.
1 week
II.
3 weeks
III.
4 weeks
IV.
3 weeks
V.
4 weeks
VI.
3 weeks
VII.
1 week
5. How long have you/ will you be travelling away from you home country(in Total)?
weeks ; 1-3 months ; more than 3 months

2-4 weeks

; 1-3 months

Less than 2 weeks

;

; more

2-4

I.
1 month
II.
1 month
III.
2 months
IV.
1 month
V.
3 months
VI.
1 month
VII.
3 days
6. From what country did you enter Laos?
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Thailand (NKPN-Thakhek)
Cambodia
Thailand (Chiangrai-Bokeo)
Cambodia
Thailand (Chiangrai-Bokeo)
Thailand (NKPN-Thakhek)
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VII.
Thailand (NKPN-Thakhek)
7. What country will you go to when leaving Laos?
I.
Thailand (NKPN-Thakhek)
II.
Thailand (Chiangrai-Bokeo)
III.
Cambodia
IV.
Thailand (Chiangrai-Bokeo)
V.
Cambodia
VI.
Thailand (Chiangrai-Bokeo)
VII.
Thailand (NKPN-Thakhek)
8. Please give a score to your interest in the following activities; (1-5) (1=low interest; 5 = high interest)
a. Wildlife viewing
- birds
- mammals
- reptiles
- fish
- general wildlife
b. Trekking
c. Rock-climbing
d. Cave exploring
e. Boating and river travel
e. Village/ethnic culture
f. General Lao culture and people
g. Experiencing Ho Chi Minh Trail and Indochinese war historical sites and relics
I.
3,4,2,1,3,4,5,4,2,2,2,2
II.
2,4,4,2,3,3,2,4,4,2,5,2
III.
3,4,3,2,3,5,2,4,3,3,4,5
IV.
2,3,3,2,3,4,3,4,3,4,4,3
V.
3,3,3,3,3,3,2,4,4,4,5,3
VI.
4,4,3,3,4,5,2,3,4,4,4,3
VII.
2,2,3,4,3,1,5,4,1,2,4,2
9. If you went on a trek, how many days would be your preference? (please consider the amount of time you will be
spending in Laos and mark only 1 box): Half-day ; 1 day ; 2 days ; 3 days ; 4 days ;
I.
1-2 days
II.
1-3 days
III.
1-3 days
IV.
1-3 days
V.
1-2 days
VI.
3-4 days
VII.
2-3 days
10. What would be your preferred mode of transport to Hin Nam No NPA and Boualapha District. Please give a score to
your interest in the following activities; (1-5) (1=low preference; 5 = high preference)
a. Motorbike
I.
II.

; Van

; Public transport

; Bicycle

Motorbike
Motorbike
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III.
Motorbike
IV.
Motorbike
V.
Motorbike
VI.
Public transport
VII.
Public transport
11. Preferred accommodation while in Boualapha and Hin Nam No NPA area; Rest breaks: Please give a score to your
interest in the following activities; (1-5) (1=low preference; 5 = high preference)
Camping
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

; Village homestay

; Village lodge

; Resort

; Guesthouse

Village lodge
Camping
Village Homestay
Village Homestay
Guesthouse
Village lodge/or Homestay
Camping

12. Any further comments
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Come to Laos specifically for the rock climbing. Not sure if I’ll do anything else, but interested to know what’s
possible.
Mainly interested in doing the loop and seeing Konglo cave.
Mainly interested in doing the loop and seeing Konglo cave.
Mainly interested in doing the loop and seeing Konglo cave.
Mainly interested in experience with people.
Mainly interested to see Konglo. Don’t know how to ride motorbike. Agoda booked us in but Guesthouse not
know.
I’m not typical tourist, only come to see what they do at Green Climbing Lodge. I’m a diving instructor in
Thailand.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs

Xe Bangfai River Cave: Long Trip
Location Ban Nong Ping, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Xe Bangfai River Cave: Long Trip

Product Number:

1.a

Trail Description:

Ride 2km into the cave to the rapids, return via the Dragon’s
balcony branch-cave to view the final river bend from a high
vantage point. This is for adventurers only who want to
experience the eerie atmosphere deep within the cave; hear
the pound of rapids in the darkness, and then climb over
limestone before finally re-emerging into the daylight.
Total of 4 km in boat; climbing 300m (2 hours +)

Trail Difficulty level

7/10. Moderately difficult. Not suitable for people with bad
balance or don’t want to get dirty or wet. Steep climb to
Dragon’s balcony.

Duration

2 hours. Can start any time the cave is open, but close trips 2
hours before cave closes (don’t start this program after
3:00PM)

Trail Map

Itinerary for Xe Bangfai River Cave: Long Trip.
Time

Station/ Activity

00:00

Boat landing at mouth of cave

00:35

Paddle boat to rapids 2km into
cave. Then turn around.

Details

•
•
•

•

• Boatmen need to be sure which tour the visitors want to
go on. Make sure they are clear about the price, length of
tour, duration of tour, and the climbing they will do.
• Provide life-jacket to all visitors
• Provide fully charged torches to all visitors
• Ensure that there is enough boats for amount of visitors.
Paddle into the cave
Remind visitors not to shine torches into the water as it will
attract the big fish.
Point out any places that you have names for; What
interesting features can you talk about (are there any names
for features, or stories about them?).
Do the visitors need anything? Some people don’t like to be
in a boat for too long. Observe whether visitors are getting
restless or uncomfortable.
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•
01:10

Paddle back downstream,
arrive at the boat stopping
place for Dragon’s Balcony

•

•

01: 30

Climb to Dragon’s Balcony

•
•
•
•

•

01:50

Return to boat

02:00

Return to boat-landing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go right to the rapids (2km) before turning around (get as
close to the rapids as you can, without risking capsize).
Paddle about 1.7km and find a suitable place for visitors to
get out of the boat. Should have firm ground (not mud) and
something to hold on to.
Point out the shape of Guan yin (Chinese goddess) with
someone preying to her opposite where you park the boat.
Tie the boat (make sure it won’t float away)
Help visitors to get off the boat
Help visitors climb the steep slope
There are a number of formations as you climb to the
balcony that are spectacular and they need to be given
names to make the tour more interesting (see pictures).
Show the stupa, and the Passage to Dragon’s hatchery, as
well as the Dragon’s fountain and any other remarkable
features.
Show the Dragon eggs hatchery
Look from the balcony towards the cave mouth
Help visitors down the slope and onto the boat
Show visitors the howling dog (or the small lion-dog) that
guards the dragon’s eggs.
Paddle out of cave to boat-landing
Collect life-jackets
Torch helmets
Charge the torch batteries.

Context
Interpretive Themes

Xe Bangfai River-cave

Suggested additional themes:

Nature/Ethnic beliefs and customs.

Significance / importance

•

Advertising

•

Cave and Wildlife Conservation: Very important site for tourism to
provide incentive for villagers to protect the natural features and the
wildlife as well as fish life in the cave. Unique fish in the cave (no eyes);
large amount of bats using the cave.
This product could be sold as a program for tour operators 9e.g Green
Discovery) and also Provincial Eco-Guides Unit. Posters will be placed in
information centres as well as on the internet.

Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•
•

About 100m of new track needs to be cut above the landslip area
on the track between cave and ticket sales booth.
Rock paths need to be constructed through the boulders
approaching the cave mouth. Rock-cutting chisels (cold chisels)
could be supplied as well as a rock-wall construction advisor needs
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•
•
Visitor management

•
•
•

•

to introduce rock-laying techniques to villagers. Concrete need only
be used between rocks.
Steps to the boat landing need to be constructed at time of lowest
water level.
Hand-rails and some steps need to be added to the climb up to the
Dragon’s Balcony.
This product can be sold through tour operators, Eco-guide Unit, or
independent arrival at site.
This program may be unsafe between June and October due to high
river flow-rates.
Tickets sold at booth near carpark. The booth needs posters about
the 2 boat trips and the Tham Bing cave options because they will
have to decide which tour they want at the booth (tickets assumed
to be different price????)
No more than 2 visitors per boat.

Photos

Photo: This formation was called “stairway to heaven” by the cave
explorers. It is on the right as you paddle up to the rapids. It is on
a raised ledge so may not be fully visible. If you can see it, even
from a distance, it should be introduced. This could be called the
lion-dog (ໝາສວງ) and thus be the protector of the sacred eliments in

Photo: This formation is one of the first you pass after
getting out of boat to climb to dragon’s balcony. It
needs a name. Perhaps a stupa and maybe related to
either the dragon or the Koua yin stature near this but
on the other side of the river.

the cave. Another name might be the Dragon’s thone (ບັນລັງມັງກອນ)
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Photo: This is passed on climb to the dragon’s balcony. It looks like
an angel mushroom used in Lao and Thai cooking. It could be
called this. Beware that there is a similar formation in Tham Bing
cave that could also be called “Angel Mushroom”.

Photo: A constriction on the way to the dragon’s balcony. Another
feature that could be named. “Dragon’s incubator

Photo: These giant pillars are passed on the way up to
the Dragon’s Balcony. These need a name.

Photo: This feature is very close to the dragon’s eggs
and could be called “Dragon’s fountain”
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passage”ປະຕູເຂາຕູອົບມັງກອນ.

Photo: Dragon’s eggs or Dragon’s hatchery

Photo: View from the dragon’s balcony.

Photo: Also between dragon’s balcony and the boat is this feature
that looks like a howelling dog, or could be called the small liondog (ໝາສວງນອຍ) and thus be the protector of the dragon’s eggs.

Photo: this fish is unique to this cave. Note no need for
eyes in the dark cave.

Like the belief about the lion-dog next to Thad Ing Hang
(Savannakhet), don’t touch the head of the lion-dog as you will get
sick.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Xe Bangfai River Cave: Short Trip
Section 1: Location Ban Nong Ping, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Xe Bangfai River Cave: Short Trip

Product Number:

1.b

Trail Description:

Ride only 300m into the cave to the landing point to
climb up to the dragon’s balcony branch-cave to view the
final river bend from a high vantage point. This is for
adventurers who want to get a glimpse of what the cave
is like, but don’t have time to go right in.
Total of 600m in boat; climbing 300m (1 hour)

Trail Difficulty level

6/10. Moderately Difficult. Not suitable for people with
bad balance or don’t want to get dirty or wet. Steep
climb to dragon’s balcony.

Duration

1 hour. Can start any time the cave is open, but close
trips 1 hour before cave closes (don’t start this program
after 4:00PM)

Trail Map

Itinerary for Xe Bangfai River Cave: Short Trip.
Time

Station/ Activity

Details
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00:00

Boat landing at mouth of cave

00:10

Paddle boat to the landing site
for going to the dragon’s
balcony

00: 30

Climb to Dragon’s Balcony

• Boatmen need to be sure which tour the visitors want to go on.
Make sure they are clear about the price, length of tour, duratio
of tour, and the climbing they will do.
• Provide life-jacket to all visitors
• Provide fully charged torches to all visitors
• Ensure that there is enough boats for amount of visitors.
• Paddle into the cave 300m and find a suitable place for visitors to
get out of the boat. Should have firm ground (not mud) and
something to hold on to.
• Point out the shape of Guan yin (Chinese goddess) with someone
preying to her opposite where you park the boat.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

00:50

Return to boat

01:00

Return to boat-landing

•
•
•
•

Tie the boat (make sure it won’t float away)
Help visitors to get off the boat
Help visitors climb the steep slope
There are a number of formations as you climb to the balcony th
are spectacular and they need to be given names to make the to
more interesting (see pictures).
Show the stupa, and the Passage to Dragon’s hatchery, as well
the Dragon’s fountain and any other remarkable features.
Show the Dragon eggs hatchery
Look from the balcony towards the cave mouth
Help visitors down the slope and onto the boat
Show visitors the howling dog (or the small lion-dog) that guards
the dragon’s eggs.
Paddle out of cave to boat-landing
Collect life-jackets
Torch helmets
Charge the torch batteries.

Context
Interpretive Themes

Xe Bangfai River-cave

Suggested additional
themes:

Ethnic beliefs and customs / nature

Significance / importance

•

Advertising

•

Cave and Wildlife Conservation: Very important site for tourism to
provide incentive for villagers to protect the natural features and the
wildlife as well as fish life in the cave. Unique fish in the cave (no eyes);
large amount of bats using the cave.
This product could be sold as a program for tour operators (e.g Green
Discovery) and also Provincial Eco-Guides Unit. Posters will be placed in
information centres as well as on the internet.

Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•

Same access needs as the long trip program.
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Visitor management

•
•
•

•

This product can be sold through tour operators, Eco-guide Unit, or
independent arrival at site.
This program may be unsafe between June and October due to high
river flow-rates.
Tickets sold at booth near carpark. The booth needs posters about
the 2 boat trips and the Tham Bing cave options because they will
have to decide which tour they want at the booth (tickets assumed
to be different price????)
No more than 2 visitors per boat.

Photos

Photo: Enter the cave for at least 300m for visitors to experience
the atmosphere and darkness.

Photo: This formation is one of the first you pass after
getting out of boat to climb to dragon’s balcony. It needs
a name. Perhaps a stupa and maybe related to either
the dragon or the Koua yin stature near this but on the
other side of the river.
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Photo: This is passed on climb to the dragon’s balcony. It looks
like an angel mushroom used in Lao cooking. It could be called
this. Beware that there is a similar formation in Tham Bing cave
that could also be called “Anglel Mushroom”.

Photo: These giant pillars are passed on the way up to
the balcony. These need a name.

Photo: A constriction on the way to the dragon’s balcony. Another
feature that could be named. “Dragon’s hatchery
passage”(ປະຕູເຂາຕູອົບມັງກອນ).

Photo: This feature is very close to the dragon’s eggs and
could be called “Dragon’s fountain”
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Photo: Dragon’s eggs or Dragon’s hatchery

Photo: View from the dragon’s balcony.

Photo: Also between dragon’s balcony and the boat is this feature
that looks like a howelling dog, or could be called the small liondog (ໝາສວງນອຍ) and thus be the protector of the dragon’s eggs.

Photo: this fish is unique to this cave. Note no need for
eyes in the dark cave.

Like the belief about the lion-dog next to Thad Ing Hang
(Savannakhet), don’t touch the head of the lion-dog as you will
get sick.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Tham Bing Cave Trip
Location Ban Nong Ping, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Tham Bing cave trip

Product Number:

1.c

Trail Description:

Arrange for a village guide at the ticket sales booth. Walk
500m along Xe Bangfai river, cross the river and climb up a
rocky slope to the Tham Bing cave entrance high on the cliff to
the north of the Xe Bangfai river-cave mouth. The passage,
although much smaller than the river-cave, passes through
spectacular flowstone and columnar formations for about
700m before breaking into the river-cave at a high cliff inside
the giant river-cave passage. Return by backtracking.

Trail Difficulty level

8/10. Moderately difficult. Not suitable for people with bad
balance. Steep climb to the cave entrance.

Duration

1 hour trek/climb from the resurgence pool. Can start any
time the cave is open, but close trips 1 hour 30mins before
cave closes (don’t start this program after 3:30PM)

Trail Map
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Itinerary for Xe Bangfai River Cave: Long Trip.
Time

Station/ Activity

Details

00:00

Ticket booth

00:20

Enter Tham Bang cave

• Visitors buy ticket and village guide meets them at the
ticket booth.
• Make sure the visitors have torches and helmets.
• Guide takes visitors to the cave, either along the river or
along the track to XBF cave.
• Climb up to Cave entrance.
• To the left introduce the golden stupa
• Remind visitors to stay on the marked tracks so as to avoid
crushing the cave crystals in the floor of the cave.

00:30

Nyot Sofar (spire) and
Chalice staircase.

•

Pass the nyot sofar spire to your left, and carefully go up
the chalice staircase.

00:38

Angel Mushroom (Het
Nangfar)

•

Pass the giant’s cauliflower (Dok Kalam Pee Yak) and the
Phalanh and continue until you get to the Angel
Mushroom.
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00:40

Cryatal rose garden
(souan dok kulap keo)

01:00

Cliff at the big river cave

01:20

Return to moth of the
cave

01:30

Descend to resurgence
pool and beach.

Car park or XBF river cave

•
•
•

Pass by Het Kapkae (looks like skin of a large gecko)
Pass by Na Khandai (terraced paddy fields)
Climb up near Na Khandai noi (small terraced paddy fields)

•

Stand at the wall of the crystal rose garden to look at the
crystals on the other side of the “wall”.

•
•
•
•
•

Pass Pha Nyak
Linga
Pottery factory (cracked pot factory)
Stand on the cliff over looking the river cavity.

Either return to the car park of go on to the river cave.
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Context
Interpretive Themes

Xe Bangfai River-cave

Suggested additional
themes:
Significance / importance

•

Cave and Wildlife Conservation: Very important site for tourism to
provide incentive for villagers to protect the natural features and
the wildlife in the cave.

Advertising

•

This product could be sold as a program for tour operators (e.g
Green Discovery) and also Provincial Eco-Guides Unit. Posters will
be placed in information centres as well as on the internet.

Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•
•

Visitor management

•
•
•
•

About 300m of new track needs to be cut along the contour
instead of the very steep trail going up to the cave entrance.
A track needs to be defined inside the cave to preserve the
crystals on the cave floor. Path could be marked by reflective
tape placed on the path.
This product can be sold through tour operators, Eco-guide
Unit, or independent arrival at site.
This program could stay open all year.
Tickets sold at booth near carpark.
1 village guide per 4 visitors.

Photos

Photo: This formation was called “golden stupa”

Photo: This formation could be named angel fungus
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Photo: The Chalice stairway. Check to see if there is any handrails
needed.

Photo: This furrowed flowstone could be what we
named the giant’s cauliflower (?????)
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Houay Hok Long Trail
Location Ban Thongxam, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Houay Hok Long Trail

Product Number:

2.a

Trail Description:

This one day trek generally follows the stream and over
a sandstone ridge, and to the resurgence cave of Houay
Hok stream (Nam Ork Cave). Lookout for black langurs
on the cliffs overlooking the path. After eating lunch
and resume downstream to walk through Tham Nok
Aen cave tunnel, then further downstream to the Tham
Pak Tham cave, then back to Ban Thongxam

Trail Difficulty level

6/10. Moderately difficult. Will probably get you shoes
wet.

Duration

total length 12km, duration 7.5 hours

Trail Map

Itinerary for Houay Hok Long Trail
Time

Station/ Activity

Details
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00:00

Ban Thongxam

01:00

Sandstone ridge

02:10

Tham Nam Ork cave

02:30

Lunch near the cave mouth.

•

Spread the leaves for putting the rice and dried meat on
for lunch.

04:30

Khoun Talee

•

Walk along path beside Houay Hok to where Houay
Talee is crossed and go up to Khoun Talee. Look for
animal footprints in the sand at Khoun Talee, and show
visitors the big tree there. What sort of tree (Ton Mak
Meu? Look for fruit and explain if the fruit is edible).
Continue down Houay Hok.
Turn away from Houay Hok at the path going to Ban
Salang Kao (What was the proper name of that village).
Observe the jackfruit, mango and tamarind trees there,
and also be aware that visitors might want to know
information about the old village.
There is a good view of Tham Pha Vao (ຖຜາໂວ), a very

• Make sure the guide has a torch before leaving. Also
suggest that visitors have torches also.
• Guide takes visitors upstream along the stream-side.
• Climb up the sandstone ridge
• When coming down the sandstone ridge make sure that
visitors are quiet and looking out for wildlife.
• Listen and look for black langur on the limestone cliffs to
the right of the track. Walk slowly without making noise.
• Lead visitors into the mouth of the cave. Look for
animal tracks (like otter) in the sand. Show visitors the
boulder ceiling and the cave worm trap-lines.

•
•
05:10

Ban Salang Kao (or other
official name)

•

•

05:20

Tham Nok Aen cave

•
•

•

•

06:10

Track on sandstone side of
stream.

•

big cavity in the cliff-face. Why is the cave called ຜາໂວ?
Does the cliff talk? What is the history of this site?
Continue walking to Tham Nok Aen.
Why is it called nok aen? Try to see if you can find nok
aen (swallows) to show the visitors what the name of
the cave means. Also look for bats, but don’t disturb
them.
Take visitors down the left-hand side of the cave and let
them investigate tunnels and smaller branch caves.
Show them the large branch cave with the sky light and
point out that this cave was used to house about 3000
North Vietnamese soldiers during the war. Look for
evidence of the soldiers like old fish tins, old boots and
pieces of plastic camouflage sheets, and even a toothbrush. Strictly don’t let anyone take any of the items.
Visitors may want to swim down through the cave.
Make sure there is now nets along the stream that
visitors could get caught in.
Down-stream from Tham Nok Aen is very rocky along
the stream and is difficult for visitors. A new track on the
right-hand side of the stream should be cut. Follow this
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06:50

Tham Pak Tham cave

trail down to Tham Pak Tham cave.
Visitors will probably want to swim in the resurgence
pool.

07:30

Back to Ban Thongxam

Walk downstream back to village.

Context
Interpretive Themes

Enjoying Nature and Wildlife

Suggested additional
themes:

cave exploration

Significance / importance

•

Advertising

•

Cave and Wildlife Conservation: Very important site for tourism to
provide incentive for villagers to protect the natural features and
the wildlife in the cave. A reward system for wildlife spotting can be
made for this site.
This product could be sold as a program for tour operators (e.g
Green Discovery) and also Provincial Eco-Guides Unit. Posters will
be placed in information centres as well as on the internet.

Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•
•

•

•

Visitor management

•
•
•
•

About 2km of new track needs to be cut along the side of Houay Hok
so as to avoid shoes getting wet.
A track from Tham Nok Aen to Tham Pak Tham needs to be cut on
the right-hand side of the stream (this is the sandstone ridge side of
the stream).
The down-hill side of the current sandstone ridge path is very steep
and will need steps in some places. Simple logs and rocks would be
sufficient material for this (no need for concrete steps).
The large boulders on the approach to Tham Nam Ork cave may
mean that some handrails and ladders to allow visitors to pass are
needed.
This product can be sold through tour operators, Eco-guide Unit, or
independent arrival at site.
This program could be run from October to June.
Ban Thongxam would be quite good as a homestay.
When trekking, 1 village guide per 4 visitors.

Photos
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Photo: This “Ho Mahaisak” is likely to attract some questions from
visitors. Be prepared to talk about village beliefs and customs e.g.
Why does this village have such a thing? What time of year do
you make ceremony for the spirit? What happens in the ceremony
(e.g. animal sacrifice)?

Photo: This is the path going over the sandstone
ridge. The down hill side is very steep and will need
steps in some places.

Photo: This place where we saw black langurs on the cliff face
should always be walked past very quietly so visitors might see the
amimals. Also, this very small window in the tree canopy may
need some pruning back sometimes. Don’t chop trees down, only
pruin them back to maintain a small window where the langurs
might be seen through.

Photo: Tham Nam Ork has an impressive entrance.
The approach to this cave may need some handrails
and ladders.
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Photo: When entering Tham Nam Ork, always look for evidence of
wildlife like these otter tracks.

Photo:Take visitors to see the boulder ceiling in Tham
Nam Ork.

Photo:Show visitors these “fishing lines” made by cave worns.

Photo: Khoun Talee is only small, but it’s not far off
the track, and the water would be clean for drinking.
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Photo: This big cavity in the cliff near Ban Salang Kao
Photo: Beside Khoun Talee is this impressive tree. Is it Ton Mak
Meu? If so try to find the frouit and talk about it’s uses.

Photo: Tham Nok Aen. Try to see some bats and “nok aen” and
explain why it is named after “nok aen”.

may attract attention. This is Tham Vao(ຖຜາໂວ)
Does this mean speaking cave? If so why?

Photo: Walk down the left-hand side of the Tham
Nok Aen but be aware that some tourists might like
to float down through the water. They can do this,
but make sure there are no fishing nets in the stream
as a tourist could get caught up and drown.
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Photo: Tell tourists that Tham Nok Aen was used during the war
as a shelter for about 3000 North Vietnamese soldiers. There is
still some evidence of this by the tins, shoes and other things
found in the cave.

Photo:This is a toothbrush from the war era. Please
don’t let anyone take this away from the cave.

Photo: Downstream from Tham Nok Aen is too rocky for tourists
to walk in the stream-bed. A new trail needs to be cut on the right
hand side of the stream. The new trail should go through forest
near the sandstone ridge and go to Tham Pak Tham.

Photo: The resurgence at Tham Pak Tham will
probably attract tourists to swim here. A cool swim
is a good way to finish off a trek.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Houay Hok Short Trail
Location Ban Thongxam, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Houay Hok Short Trail

Product Number:

2.b

Trail Description:

This trek follows Houay Hok stream up to Tham Nok Aen
tunnel, then further downstream to the Tham Pak Tham
then back to Ban Thongxam. This trek can be treated as
a longer half-day or a short full-day trek depending on
how much time you spend at the caves.

Trail Difficulty level

5/10. Moderately difficult. Will probably get you shoes
wet.

Length and Duration

total length 6.5km, duration 3.5 hours

Trail Map

Itinerary for Houay Hok Long Trail
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Time

Station/ Activity

00:00

Ban Thongxam

01:00

Sandstone ridge

Details

•
•

01:20

•
•

Tham Nok Aen cave

•

•

02:10

Track on sandstone side of
stream.

02:50

Tham Pak Tham cave

03:30

Back to Ban Thongxam

•

• Make sure the guide has a torch before leaving. Also
suggest that visitors have torches also.
• Guide takes visitors upstream along the stream-side.
• Climb up the sandstone ridge
When coming down the sandstone ridge make sure that
visitors are quiet and looking out for wildlife.
Listen and look for black langur on the limestone cliffs to the
right of the track. Walk slowly without making noise.
From here walk to Tham Nok Aen.
Why is it called nok aen? Try to see if you can find nok aen
(swallows) to show the visitors what the name of the cave
means. Also look for bats, but don’t disturb them.
Take visitors down the left-hand side of the cave and let
them investigate tunnels and smaller branch caves. Show
them the large branch cave with the sky light and point out
that this cave was used to house about 3000 North
Vietnamese soldiers during the war. Look for evidence of
the soldiers like old fish tins, old boots and pieces of plastic
camouflage sheets, and even a tooth-brush. Strictly don’t
let anyone take any of the items.
Visitors may want to swim down through the cave. Make
sure there is now nets along the stream that visitors could
get caught in.
Down-stream from Tham Nok Aen is very rocky along the
stream and is difficult for visitors. A new track on the righthand side of the stream should be cut. Follow this trail
down to Tham Pak Tham cave.
Visitors will probably want to swim in the resurgence pool.
Walk downstream back to village.

Context
Interpretive Themes

Enjoying Nature and Wildlife

Suggested additional
themes:

cave exploration with a minor war history theme.

Significance / importance

•

Advertising

•

Cave and Wildlife Conservation: Very important site for tourism to
provide incentive for villagers to protect the natural features and the
wildlife in the cave. A reward system for wildlife spotting can be made
for this site.
This product could be sold as a program for tour operators (e.g Green
Discovery) and also Provincial Eco-Guides Unit. Posters will be placed in
information centres as well as on the internet.
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Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•
•

•

Visitor management

•
•
•
•

Some new track needs to be cut along the side of Houay Hok so as
to avoid shoes getting wet.
A track from Tham Nok Aen to Tham Pak Tham needs to be cut on
the right-hand side of the stream (this is the sandstone ridge side of
the stream).
The down-hill side of the current sandstone ridge path is very steep
and will need steps in some places. Simple logs and rocks would be
sufficient material for this (no need for concrete steps).
This product can be sold through tour operators, Eco-guide Unit, or
independent arrival at site.
This program could be run from October to June.
This program would also work well when combined with a homestay
in Ban Thongxam.
When trekking, 1 village guide per 4 visitors.

Photos

Photo: This “Ho Mahaisak” is likely to attract some questions from
visitors. Be prepared to talk about village beliefs and customs e.g.
Why does this village have such a thing? What time of year do you
make ceremony for the spirit? What happens in the ceremony (e.g.
animal sacrifice)?

Photo: This is the path going over the sandstone ridge.
The down hill side is very steep and will need steps in
some places.
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Photo:Tham Nok Aen. Try to see some bats and “nok aen” and
explain why it is named after “nok aen”.

Photo: Walk down the left-hand side of the Tham Nok
Aen but be aware that some tourists might like to float
down through the water. They can do this, but make
sure there are no fishing nets in the stream as a tourist
could get caught up and drown.

Photo: Tell tourists that Tham Nok Aen was used during the war as
a shelter for about 3000 North Vietnamese soldiers. There is still
some evidence of this by the tins, shoes and other things found in
the cave.

Photo:This is a toothbrush from the war era. Please
don’t let anyone take this away from the cave.
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Photo: Downstream from Tham Nok Aen is too rocky for tourists to
walk in the stream-bed. A new trail needs to be cut on the right
hand side of the stream. The new trail should go through forest
near the sandstone ridge and go to Tham Pak Tham.

Photo: The resurgence at Tham Pak Tham will probably
attract tourists to swim here. A cool swim is a good way
to finish off a trek.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Tad Songsou Waterfall Trail
Location Ban Nongboua, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Songsou waterfall Trail

Product Number:

2.c

Trail Description:

A 20m waterfall with a deep pool at its base located
2.2km from Ban Nongboua. During the dry season
there is usually still some water flow and is suitable for
swimming. This walk or tractor ride takes you to a cool
waterfall swimming pool at the base of Phou Cheuang
Mountain.

Trail Difficulty level

5/10. Moderately difficult. For most of the distance
this walk is not difficult. A final climb up to the
waterfall is short but is quite difficult.

Length and Duration

total length 4.4km, duration 3.5 hours.

Trail Map

Itinerary for Tad Songsou WaterfallTrail
Time

Station/ Activity

Details
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00:00

Ban Nongboua

•

01:30

Tad Songsou

•

Return to Ban Nongboua

•
•

03:30

Guide walks with visitors along a track to Tad Songsou. This
trail may have to be cut through forest rather than go there
via the tractor trail.
Guide to help visitors up the steep rocky slope at the waterfall
site.
Visitor can swim at the waterfall pool.
Return along the tractor trail.

Context
Interpretive Themes

Enjoying nature

Suggested additional
themes:

Waterfall

Significance / importance

•
•

Nature Conservation:
This tour program is used to augment other eco-tourism programs
and provide an additional option to attract tourists to the district.

Advertising

•

Information Pannels located in Provincial tourism Information Centre
in Thakhek and official notice board in Langkhang.
Brochures should be made available to selected guesthouses/resort in
Langkhang and Boualapha.

•
Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•

Cut a trail through forest from village to the waterfall.

Visitor management

•

This product would be best sold to tourists who go to the village
themselves or a part of a larger tour offered by tour company.
This program could be run all year round.
1 village guide per 4 visitors.

•
•
Photos
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Photo: Steep climb near the waterfall is the most difficult part of
the trek. Guides have to be responsible for tourists climbing up
this rock surface.

Photo: The pool is ideal for swimming.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Pha Koud Macaques
Location Ban Nongseng, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Pha Koud Macaque Spotting

Product Number:

2.c

Trail Description:

A short walk to the cliff from the village in the early
morning or evening. Binoculars are preferable for
viewing macaque. It may be possible to arrange an
extended trek around the base of Pha Koud, for an
extra fee.
Assamese macaques live only about 800m south of
Ban Nongseng.

Trail Difficulty level

2/10. Not difficult. Will probably get you shoes wet.

Length and Duration

Total length 2km duration 1 hour

Trail Map

Itinerary for Houay Hok Long Trail
Time

Station/ Activity

Details
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00:00

Ban Nongseng

•

Guide takes visitor towards Pha Koud

00:15

Base of Ph Koud

•

When coming down the sandstone ridge make sure that
visitors are quiet and looking out for wildlife.
Listen and look for macaques on the limestone cliffs to the
right of the track. Walk slowly without making noise.
The macaques are believed to live in caves on the cliff face
and eat fruits and shoots of trees on the cliffs and around the
base of the cliff.
It’s not certain where they get their water from, perhaps from
inside a cave (????)
This cave was where villagers sheltered during bombing raids.
This village wasn’t on the main route of the Ho Chi Minh trail,
so the bombing was not as frequent as around Ban Nongboua
(only about 5km away). The occasional Vietnamese truck
passed though; perhaps sending supplies to soldiers in the
Tham Nok Aen cave near Ban Thongxam.
Chicken were traded with North Vietnamese soldiers for their
rice rations.
Return to Ban Nongseng only about 800m away.

•
•

•
00:40

Caves at the base of the cliff

•
•

•
01:00

Ban Nongseng

•

Context
Interpretive Themes

Enjoying Nature and Wildlife

Suggested additional
themes:

Very brief cave exploration (war-time shelter)

Significance / importance

•

•

•

•
Advertising

•

•

Wildlife Conservation: Important site for tourism because of it’s yearround access and ease of walking to Pha Koud. This would provide
incentive for villagers to protect the natural forest at the base of the
cliffs. A reward system for wildlife spotting can be made for this site.
An area around the base of Pha Koud should be re-zoned to Village
Protected Area for 100m out from the Pha Koud base. An exchange of
the Village Use Zone (current classification of forest around the base of
the cliff) with Protected Area should be made.
Tourism Trail: This site a stop-over on the way to another tourism site.
This could be combined with the Ban Thongxam Houay Hok trail as it is
on the way to that village and the theme is the same (wildlife
watching).
This site would also be easily accessible by more independent tourists
staying in Langkhang.
This product could be sold as a program for a small tour operator based
in Langkhang. Also Thakhek-based operators such as Provincial EcoGuides Unit could sell it in conjunction with another destination such as
Houay Hok treks. Posters will be placed in information centres as well
as on the internet.
Brochures could be distributed by resort/guesthouse owners.
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Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•

•
•

Visitor management

•
•
•
•
•
•

There is already a track to the base of Pha Koud from the village,
however, if no macaques were seen at that site a trail around the
base of Pha Koud would be possible. This would need to be
surveyed and cut.
If this activity proved to be popular during the wet season, some
areas would need board-walks to avoid muddy paths.
The spring water reticulated to Ban Nongseng dries up from April to
end of June. In those months, villagers carry water from the Nam
Ngo. This could be a start for negotiations for protecting sites in
exchange for an additional water system.
This product can be sold through tour operators (in conjunction with
other sites), Eco-guide Unit, or independent arrival at site.
This program could be run all year round.
This program would also work well when combined with a homestay
in Ban Thongxam, as it is on thee road to that village.
There is an opportunity for a resort/guesthouse owner in Langkhang
to promote this site as an activity to do while staying in Langkhang.
When trekking, 1 village guide per 4 visitors.
For an extra fee, tourists could arrange an extended tour
circumnavigating the base of Pha Koud. This would increase to
opportunities to see the macaques.

Photos

Photo: Pha Koud is only 800m from the road and village.

Photo: Assamese macaque (provisional) can be seen on the
cliffs. They are believed to live in caves.
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Photo: Cave (Tham Phaleusi ????) one of the shelters used by
villagers during the war. This site is flooded every year
during August-september.

Photo: The forest at the base of Pha koud is Village use zone
(between the village and the cliff). This forest although in
reasonable condition now, may not be so attractive for
tourists or usefull for macaques if much more logging occurs.
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Appendix IV: Detailed Tour Programs (continued)

Tham Nam, Tham Long bombing refuge caves
Location Ban Nongboua, Boualapha District, Khammouane Province
Product Name:

Ban Nongboua war refuge caves

Product Number:

3.a

Trail Description:

This short trek explores the two main caves that the
villagers from Ban Nongboua sheltered in during the
aerial bombing said to be between 1965 and 1973. It is
guided by a survivor of this period who will show you
the kitchen, sleeping areas, and the tunnel that went
to the North Vietnamese soldier’s cave. There are still
relics from this period to be found and recollections
about daily life from survivors.

Trail Difficulty level

2/10. Not difficult.

Length and Duration

total length 700m, duration 1 hour 15minutes (if walk
from village add 2km)

Trail Map

Itinerary for Houay Hok Long Trail
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Time

Station/ Activity

Details

00:00

Ban Nongboua

00:00

Road

•
•

00:05

Entrance to Tham Nam

•

•

00:15

Cave Kitchen

•

•

•

00:20

Further into the cave, look
for relics from that era.

•

•

• Make sure the guide has a torch before leaving. Also
suggest that visitors have torches also.
• Guide either walks with visitors (if visitors have no
vehicle), or meets the visitors on the road near the
caves.
Walk to Tham Nam from road.
Explain that villagers used this cave during the dry
season only (as it gets flooded in the wet). During the
wet season families hid in smaller caves higher in the
cliff. However, the bombing was not as intense during
the wet season because there was not as much traffic
on the HCM trail during the wet.
Describe the way the cave entrance was filled to resist
missiles and shrapnel from entering the cave. Used
200L fuel drums filled with rocks placed about 2 drums
thick.
Explain that the rocks at the entrance fell during an airraid in 1969. Can you remember the night? It was
during a performance in the cave by 16 Vietnamese
cultural troupe. Perhaps the rocks added to the
barrage against bombs bcause they fell directly in front
of the entrance. You can see bomb craters in the
ground outside where the rocks fell. Nobody was
killed in the cave that night, but after the cultural
troupe left to go back to Vietnam, villagers got news
that all but 3 were killed in a bombing raid near
Naphao.
As the cave is entered the kitchen was on the righthand side. Here rice given to the villagers by passing
North Vietnamese soldiers was cooked. Explain about
the need to cook on a small fire so that smoke could
not be seen from planes.
Describe about daily eating. What was eaten, how did
you get the food. Where did you get water? What was
it like to run outside to get water? How did you avoid
being seen from the planes? Were you able to give
anything in return for the rice?
After food, clothes were important as well, how did
you get clothes during that long years of war? Did you
get any clothes from Vietnam soldiers? Did you where
the hats from Vietnam soldiers? Are there any
incidents about clothes that you can remember?
You will find medicine bottles, old boots, plastic
camouflage sheets, parts of bombs. As you see each
piece talk about how it was used and how it came to
be there.
Tell tourists to be very careful where they step as there
may be live ammunition still in the cave.
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00:30

Back of Tham Nam

•

00:45

Walk to Tham Long

•

00:50

Entrance to Tham Long

•
•

•

00:55

Inside Tham Long

•

Ask tourists if they can feel a breeze in the cave. There
is usually a breeze in the cave because of the hole
going right through to the Cave that the North
Vietnamese soldiers were (was called Tham Bing cave).
People were able to get through this narrow passage
and get supplies from the soldiers. The passage is
unsafe to use now, because the soldier’s cave took a
direct hit from a bomb and the rocks are now unstable
and likely to collapse.
As you lead the tourists out and around the base of the
cliff, describe what it looked like during the war. E.g.
Numerous bomb craters, no trees left as these were all
bombed or destroyed by Napalm or other weapons.
There were also at least 30 truck bodies outside the
cave. All the metal from them has been sold as scrap
or used for blck-smithing in the village.
There is only one tree standing that survived the war. It
is bigger than the other trees.
Tham Long was named thus, because it used to have a
number of coffins in it. These coffins were from an
early civilization or ethnic group unknown to locals.
Loung Ki’s father died in front of this cave. A missile hit
the cliff face near where he was laying, listening to the
radio. He was killed by the shrapnel. That night Loung
Ki (a teen-ager) and family members were sleeping in
the cave.
This cave has an awkward angled floor. At that time
the family had a sleeping platform made of wood. Also
the entrance of the cave was reinforced with the
empty fuel drums filled with rocks. Loung Ki also can
remember when his uncle was killed in a delayed
explosion bomb near Houay Heuk as he went down to
get water for the family.

Context
Interpretive Themes

Ho Chi Minh Trail: A villager’s personal experience of war.

Suggested additional
themes:

caves

Significance / importance

•

•

Cultural (historical relics and aural history) Conservation: The
history of these people and their relationship with the caves is
interesting for tourists because it is a villager’s point of view rather
than a military or political interpretation of history. It is a human
story of loss and survival. The main assets of this program is the
memories and character of those that experienced it. An agegroup of those born between about 1952 and 1962 interprets this
through childhood and teenage memories.
This tour program is used to augment eco-tourism programs and
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provide an additional option to attract tourists to the district.
Advertising

•
•

•

This product would be best advertised through interpretive panels
in government sponsored tourist information centres.
The Ho Chi Minh Trail museum in Ban Dong may be an additional
site, apart from Provincial tourism Information Centre in Thakhek
and official notice board in Langkhang.
Brochures should be made available to selected
guesthouses/resort in Langkhang and Boualapha.

Infrastructure and Logistics
Condition and Access

•
•
•

•
Visitor management

•

•
•
•

This site has very little infrastructure needs.
The cave need to be conserved as they are today.
UXO removal is the only infrastructure need. Please note that
after removal of UXO, the deactivated ordinance should be
returned to the site as historical artifacts.
Strictly none of the relics should be taken from the cave; just as
important, no fresh rubbish should be discarded in this cave.
This product would be best sold to tourists who go to the village
themselves or through only selected specialist social/cultural
(community-based) tour company of guide unit.
This program could be run all year round (although Tham Nam
would be flooded.
1 village guide per 4 visitors.
A specialist village guide group for the war caves needs to be
formed in Ban Nongboua. It would be best if these guides had
personal experience with the caves during the war.

Photos

Photo: Entrance to Tham Nam. During the war the stones on
the ground were put into old fuel drums and stacked to seal the
cave from explosions outside.

Photo: Entrance to Tham Nam looking from the inside of the
cave. The large boulders fell from the cliff- face above the
cave during an air-raid one night in 1969.
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Photo: The boulders that were dislodged and fell from the cliffface above may have reinforced the protection of the cave
entrance.

Photo: Many relics from the war era on the Tham Nam cave
floor. Soldier’s boots, pieces of camouflage plastic sheets,
medicine bottles are some of the things that can be seen.

Photo: Tham Nam is connected to another cave by this passage
way. During the war food was passed to villagers through this
passage from North Vietnamese soldiers.

Photo: Looking towards the outside of Tham Nam. The
discoloration may indicate the annual water level during
the wet season.
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Photo: Loung Ki telling how the missile hit the cliff and
exploded, killing his father who was lying down, listening to the
radio one night.

Photo:Tham Long was the cave that Loung Ki’s family lived
in during the war. At that time there was a platform where
they slepped.

Photo: Tham Bing was where many North Vietnamese soldiers
lived. A direct hit from a bomb has made the cave unstable so
don’t include this cave in the tour.

Photo: Explosive heads of shells collected and disposed of in
Tham Bing after the war making Tham Bing too dangerous
to visit. Don’t visit this cave.
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Appendix V: Standard Tourist Feedback form for Test-tours:

Feedback Questionnaire
Dear Test Tour participant
We would like to thank you for participating in our program and we hope you have a wonderful time in Khammouane Province.
For further planning to improve our program and develop new offers, we would like to ask you to provide some feedback.
Please take a few minutes to fill in these questionnaires and hand them back to your tour guide.

1. Name of your tour?____________________________________
2. What is your age group? 15-20
20-25
25-35
≥60
3. Date of your tour? ________
4. What is your country of origin? _____________________________
6. Did you feel safe on this trip?

Yes

35-45
5. Male

45-60
Female

No

If no please explain: _____________________________________________________________
7.Was the trek too difficult and exhausting? Yes

No

Any Comments?______________________________________________________
8.What do you think would be the difficulty level of this trek (1-10. 10 very difficult)?____
9.Distance traveled: too far
10. Rest breaks: Did you take

Ok

too short

too many

11. Did you have enough drinking water?

enough
Yes

not enough
No

12. Please assess the following subjects:

Very
good

Good

o.k.

Not
o.k

Comments

Organization of the Tour
Food for lunch
Village Guides
Information about the
landscape and nature
Information about the
people and their habits
Information about History
(war-time and relics).
13. Overall satisfaction (1-10, 10 very much) ?____
14. What did you like most?_____________________________________________________________________
15. What services should we improve?
_____________________________________________________________
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16. Any interesting things about the trail that you would have liked to have learnt more about? _____________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
16.What facilities should we
install/improve?________________________________________________________
17. Would you recommend this tour to other travelers?

Yes

No

If not,why?__________________________________________________________________
18. Please suggest a price for this tour that you would consider too low ___________________ US$
19. Please suggest a price for this tour that you would consider too high __________________ US$
20. Did you stay in this village for homestay?

Yes

No

21. Would it suit your current travelling plan to stay in this village as a homestay?.

Yes

No

Any comments about this village as a travel stop?___________________________________________________
Further comments_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your help and have a good time in Khammouane and Lao P.D.R.

Integrated Nature Conservation and Sustainable Resource in the Hin Nam No Region
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Appendix VI: Signage
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